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Guide for independent schools wishing to join the maintained sector
Introduction
The Government is committed to a diverse system of schools driven by and responsive to parental needs and aspirations.  Ministers are not involved in individual decisions on the establishment of new maintained schools but remain committed to supporting the establishment of new schools by a range of providers, including faith organisations, where local consultation has shown that there is support for this in the area, where the providers are willing and able to meet the requirements of maintained status and where this greater diversity will help to raise standards.
Who this guide is for
This guide is for independent schools who wish to become maintained schools outside of competitions for new schools.  They will become publicly funded schools maintained by the local authority and established under section 11 of the Education and Inspections Act 2006.  
What this guide covers
This guide gives details of the various steps you will need to follow to bring an independent school into the maintained sector.  It provides information on what you need to do and when.  Bear in mind that although the steps follow a logical sequence, in practice you are likely to find yourself working on a number of them in parallel.  
Before you begin
You must be sure that your school will be able and willing to comply with the conditions attached to all maintained schools (see step 2 for more information). If you cannot commit your school to the conditions you cannot bring your school into the maintained sector.    
First steps
To ensure the best chance of success you should identify key activities, set target dates and draw up a project plan as soon as possible.

Then you need to consider a range of factors about how you want your school to operate if it joins the maintained sector and decide on the type of school that best meets your community’s needs.
The success of your proposals will be influenced by the level of demand for your type of school in the area.  So it is essential you establish demand for your type of school, and take into account any issues around size and viability.	
The expectation is that independent schools will normally join the maintained sector in their existing premises. If this is not the case you will need to build further time into your project plan to consider your options. (See steps 6 and 7).
Next steps
Once you have established the type of school you want to set up and where it will be, you should consult locally on your plans to get support for your proposals.	
After consultation, and taking into account views expressed, you must:
•   prepare and publish your proposals 
•	wait for comments
Finally
Your proposals will be considered by the local authority as decision maker on the basis of their educational merits and what they have to offer parents and the local community and you will receive a decision. 
If they are approved, you must implement your proposals.
If your proposals are rejected you have a right of appeal to the independent schools adjudicator.
Further information





Draw up a project plan                             
Bringing your independent school into the maintained sector takes time.  Primary schools are generally smaller projects and may require less time but it is difficult to generalise and you might encounter issues that take time to resolve.
In producing your plan, be clear about:
•	where there is flexibility
•	the likely impact of any slippage
•	those activities that are time critical.
Then use your plan to manage, co-ordinate and monitor the project.
Take account of dependencies
In preparing your plan, remember that certain tasks are dependent on others. 
You should consider, for instance, whether your current staff will need to gain qualified teacher status before you will meet the requirements of the maintained sector and, if so, you will need to build this into your project plan. 
Also, as part of your consultation you will need to give an indication of the new school’s admission arrangements and over-subscription criteria, including, where the school is intended to be have a religious character, the extent to which priority for places is to be given to children of the school’s religion and the extent, if any, to which it is to be given to children other than those of the faith. You should also identify the religious authority which must be consulted about its admission arrangements as set out in The Education (Determination of Admission Arrangements) (Amendment No. 2) (England) Regulations 2007  – for Christian schools this might be the local diocesan authorities, for Muslim schools the Association of Muslim Schools UK, and for Jewish schools the appropriate rabbinic authority.  If the Regulations do not name a religious authority for the particular religion or religious denomination of the school, please contact the Department’s Fair Access Division for further guidance and to agree an appropriate religious authority which will then be added to the Regulations.
You will need to decide whether you can enter the sector with your existing premises.  If you require capital funding you should discuss your proposals with your local authority early in the process to find out whether they can help (see steps 6 and 7 for more information).  There is no guarantee of investment.  Your authority would need to consider the needs of its other schools alongside your request for investment. 
If you wish to enter the maintained sector with existing premises, but these do not meet School Premises Regulations standards, you will need to secure a relaxation from the Secretary of State (see Step 6).
Further information




Consider how you will comply with the conditions
Your school must have a clear action plan of how it will achieve the conditions placed upon maintained schools.  You may find it helpful to carry out an audit of current provision at your school and develop your plan accordingly.  Again you will need to allow sufficient time so that you will meet the requirements of the maintained sector. 




All maintained schools must:
	provide the national curriculum (see http://curriculum.qca.org.uk/ (​http:​/​​/​curriculum.qca.org.uk​/​%20​) for more information about the national curriculum)
	participate in national curriculum assessment, including tests and Ofsted inspections
	provide Religious Education for all registered pupils
	provide a daily act of collective worship for all its pupils
	comply with requests by parents to withdraw their child from all or any part of religious education
	comply with requests by any parent or 6th form pupil to withdraw from all or any part of collective worship.
All secondary schools must provide sex education.  
Admissions
An admission authority is responsible for deciding a school’s admission arrangements each year.  For a Trust, foundation or voluntary aided school this is the governing body, for a voluntary controlled school it is the local authority.  Admission authorities may operate any admissions criteria they wish providing they are lawful, reasonable, fair and objective, and comply with the School Admissions Code and admissions legislation.
A school’s admission arrangements must include over-subscription criteria that are used to decide on for the allocation of places if more children apply than there are places.  Points to note are:
•	Children in Care must be given top priority (except in very limited circumstances)	
•	The Code allows schools with a religious character to give priority to children who are of the faith of their school although, in practice, many set aside a proportion of places for children of other faiths or no faith.  
•	Schools with a religious character that cannot fill all of their places with children of their faith must admit any other applicants.
•	Schools must not interview children or parents when deciding who should be offered a place at the school.  
•	No new school can select pupils on the basis of their academic ability, except under a banded admissions system.
•	Legislation prevents maintained schools from charging fees for admission.     The Code rules out asking parents for a financial contribution as a condition of entry.
Once proposals for a new school are approved, the admission arrangements cannot normally be changed for two years after the first year of operation (so three years in all).
For more information see the School Admissions Code, available at www.dcsf.gov.uk/sacode (​http:​/​​/​www.dcsf.gov.uk​/​sacode​)
Staffing
All maintained schools must have a head teacher.  Head teachers must normally hold the National Professional Qualification for Headship as set out by the National College for School Leadership at www.ncsl.org.uk (​http:​/​​/​www.ncsl.org.uk​).
Teaching staff in maintained schools are required to hold qualified teacher status (QTS) (unless they satisfy one of the limited exceptions set out in the Education (Specified Work and Registration)(England) Regulations 2003 (as amended) and must be registered with the General Teaching Council for England.  Before appointment teachers’ qualifications must be checked. 
Qualified teachers in maintained schools are entitled to agreed terms and conditions as set out in the School Teachers’ Pay and Conditions Document 2006.  
Governance
All maintained schools must have a governing body composed of key stakeholders who have direct involvement with the school.  The governing body has a legal responsibility to conduct the school with a view to promoting high standards of educational achievement.  It sets the school's vision and strategic aims, monitors and evaluates performance acting as a critical friend to the head teacher and ensures the school is accountable to those it serves. 
  
Among other things the governing body has responsibility for:
•	setting targets for pupils’ achievement
•	taking responsibility for the conduct of the school
•	making sure the curriculum is broadly balanced
•	managing the school’s delegated budget.
Equal opportunities
Schools must not discriminate against pupils, or prospective pupils, on the grounds of:
•	race
•	sex (gender) (unless they are single sex schools)
•	disability
•	religion or belief (except for specific exemptions in the case of schools with a   religious character)
•	sexual orientation.
They must eliminate unlawful discrimination in these areas and promote equal opportunities for all.  They must also develop equality policies on race, disability, sex.
Race: schools must promote good relations between different racial groups.
Disability: schools must address the individual needs of every child in terms of personal development and access to education and other life opportunities; they must do all they can to accommodate those needs.  
Sex: schools must offer equal opportunities to boys and girls, unless they are single sex schools.  
Revenue funding
All maintained schools in an area are funded according to their local authority’s funding formula which is primarily based on the number of pupils on roll.  Local authority funding formulae do not distinguish schools on the basis of faith or denomination.
Maintained schools cannot supplement their revenue budget by charging fees for education:
•	that takes place in school hours
•	is part of the national curriculum.
Special educational needs
Almost every school in the country has some children on roll who have special educational needs; some of these children will have a statement of special needs from the local authority.  If the name of a maintained school is specified in a child’s statement a school cannot refuse to admit the child.  Schools must consider the most effective ways of delivering special educational needs support to pupils requiring it.
Community cohesion 
From September 2007, governing bodies of all maintained schools are under a duty to promote community cohesion – educating children and young people to live and work in an ethnically, culturally and socially diverse country.  
You need to consider some elements of community cohesion when developing your proposals for the new school.  
Bear in mind that your school’s approach should reflect the nature of the school’s population and the community it serves.  Contributions will differ from school to school. 
Your approach will probably include a range of activities:
•	within the school
•	with other schools
•	with parents and the local and wider community.  

Your school can promote community cohesion in many ways.  Some examples you might consider are: 
•	teaching pupils to understand others, promoting discussion and debate about common values and diversity
•	removing barriers to access and participation and offer equal opportunities to all pupils to succeed at the highest level possible
•	providing opportunities for children, young people and their families to interact with others from different backgrounds.
For more information about the duty to promote community cohesion, the guidance is available at: http://www.dcsf.gov.uk (​http:​/​​/​www.dcsf.gov.uk​/​" \o "http:​/​​/​www.dcsf.gov.uk​/​​) by typing "community cohesion" in the search area.
Extended schools








Decide on the type of school 
You need to decide what kind of school best meets your community’s needs and make decisions on a wide range of factors relating to the new school.
The number of self-governing schools is increasing.  The Government wants all schools to be strong self-confident schools with a distinct ethos working with parents, children, and their local communities and other partners, to deliver an excellent education that meets the specific needs of their pupils.  We believe that schools achieve better results when they have greater autonomy and take on greater responsibility for their own development - so particularly welcome self-governing schools such as foundation, trust and voluntary aided schools, who own their own land, employ their own staff and are their own admission authority. 
The Government want to see every secondary school working towards specialist, academy or trust status so that all children enjoy the benefits this can bring.  We also expect increasing numbers of schools to work closely with partners.  Indeed, we want every secondary school to have a university or business partner. 
Types of school
You may propose one of the following types of school, which are all maintained schools and therefore part of the local authority family of schools:
•	voluntary aided (VA)
•	voluntary controlled (VC)
•	Trust (foundation school with a foundation)
•	foundation (without a foundation).
The main characteristics of each type of school are summarised in the differences between types of school at Annex 3a.
The Office of the Schools Commissioner also keeps a list of partner organisations and will advise parents and parent backed groups on setting up Trusts. 
Factors to consider





And whether your school will:
•	have a religious character and what that will be (see Annex 3b)
•	apply for specialist school status or have a specialism (see Annex 3c)
•	form a federation or collaboration with another school or schools (see Annex 3d)




       																									Annex 3a

Differences between types of school  
	Voluntary Aided school	Voluntary controlled school	Foundation school             (no foundation)	Trust*school
Source of initial capital funding	We expect existing independent schools to enter the maintained sector in their own premisesLocal authority may provide capital funding	localauthority	localauthority	localauthority
Improvement 	Devolved formula capital funding is paid directly from DCSF to schools on national formula reflecting governors’ 10% contribution and VAT.LCVAP is co-ordinated by the LA and paid direct to schools or dioceses on receipt of a claim and invoice for the capital work. 	through local authority on national formula	through local authority on national formula	through local authority on national formula
Staff employer	governingbody	localauthority	governing body	governing body
Owner of school’s site and buildings	charitable foundation(usually)	charitable foundation (usually)	governing body 	charitable foundation
Owner of playing fields	local authority  (usually)	local authority (usually)	governing body(usually)	charitable foundation (usually)
Admission authority	governingbody	local authority	governing body	governing body
Proposer appoints a majority of the Governing Body	Yes 	No	No	Yes
Permanent relationship with the Governing Body	Through the charitable foundation	 Through the charitable foundation	No	Through the Charitable foundation
*A Trust school is a foundation school with a foundation
                                                                       Annex 3b
Religious character  
You must include in your proposals whether you intend to ask the Secretary of State to designate your school as having a religious character (faith school).  
Designation criteria
If your proposals are approved, then you will need to apply to the Secretary of State to designate your school with a religious character. 
The Secretary of State must designate your school if it meets at least one of the following conditions:
•	at least one member of the governing body is appointed as a foundation governor to represent the interests of a religion or religious denomination
•	if the school should close, the premises will be disposed of for the benefit of one or more religions or religious denominations
•	the trust which owns the site has made it available on the condition that the school provides education in accordance with the tenets of the faith.
Your school may have the religious character of one or more religions or religious denominations.

New schools must decide who their religious authority is and must notify the Department.
Characteristics of schools with a religious character
Schools with a religious character have particular characteristics that distinguish them from other schools:
Staff
In appointing a head teacher and teachers, the governing body of a voluntary aided school with a religious character may apply religious criteria when considering applicants.
Subject to the outcome of a consultation exercise which commenced on 2 May 2008, from September 2008 the governing body of a voluntary aided school with a religious character will also be able to make support staff appointments on this basis, however, there must be a genuine occupational requirement in relation to the post.  Schools need to be aware that appointments must be made in accordance with the Employment Equality (Religion or Belief) Regulations 2003.  
Voluntary controlled and foundation schools with a religious character are able to reserve up to one-fifth of their teaching posts for persons who are selected and appointed for their fitness and competence to teach religious education in accordance with the tenets of the school’s relevant faith.  These are known as reserved teachers. 
Subject to the outcome of a consultation exercise which commenced on 2 May 2008, from September 2008 changes to the provisions of the School Standards and Framework Act (SSFA) 1998 will permit head teachers at such schools to be reserved teachers.  Where the governing body decides to reserve the head teacher’s post, they must ensure that the number of reserved teachers in the school does not exceed the one-fifth of the teaching staff (including the head teacher) allowed to be so reserved under section 58(3) of the SSFA 1998.
The current guide is available at: http://www.governornet.co.uk/linkAttachments/ACF3B38.doc (​http:​/​​/​www.governornet.co.uk​/​linkAttachments​/​ACF3B38.doc" \o "http:​/​​/​www.governornet.co.uk​/​linkAttachments​/​ACF3B38.doc​)
Religious education and collective worship
In voluntary aided schools RE is taught in accordance with the tenets of the faith.  
In voluntary controlled, foundation and Trust schools RE is taught to the locally agreed syllabus unless parents request that it should be taught in accordance with the faith of the title deeds of the school.  
All three types of school can hold collective worship in accordance with the tenets of the faith.
Admissions
Voluntary aided, foundation and Trust schools (for whom the governing body is the admission authority) may give priority to applicants who are of the faith of the school, although they may consider allocating a proportion of places to other children.  If they cannot fill all of their places with children of the faith they must admit other applicants.  
Voluntary controlled schools (for whom the local authority is the admission authority) may also give priority to children of their faith.  As for other schools with a religious character, they may consider allocating a proportion of places to other children, and if they cannot fill all of their places with children of the faith they must admit other applicants. 
Ethos
Schools with a religious character have a faith-based ethos that is written into the schools’ Instrument of Government.  


		                                                                                             Annex 3c 
Specialist school status
Specialist schools are maintained secondary schools and non-maintained special schools which have chosen to focus on one of ten curriculum areas as a driver to raise whole-school standards.  Special schools may alternatively apply for the Special Educational Needs Specialism.  Around 92 per cent of secondary schools are now specialist schools providing particular subject expertise.
The overall aims of the programme are to: 
	raise attainment and achievement for all students both in the specialist subjects and across the whole curriculum;
	strengthen and develop the quality of teaching and learning strategies in the specialist subjects and use them to help raise standards throughout the school;
	extend opportunities for applied learning and enrichment activity through the specialist subjects, including through links with sponsors, business, employers, further and higher education institutions and organisations related to the specialism;
	drive the provision of Diploma Lines of Learning most closely related to the specialism at Levels 1, 2 and 3 through close collaboration and partnerships with local schools and partnerships with colleges, work based providers and employers, 
	develop within the school, characteristics which signal its specialist ethos and identity and which are reflected in the school’s mission and objectives – including through encouragement of increased take-up and interest in the specialist subjects;  
	work collaboratively with partner schools to provide or facilitate high quality learning opportunities and outcomes in the specialist subjects – by sharing specialist facilities and resources, enhancing further the quality of teaching and developing and disseminating good practice; and 
	develop the capacity to provide or facilitate high quality learning opportunities and outcomes in specialist subjects, either working as an individual school or working collaboratively with other schools, within the school’s wider local community, including local businesses, employers and 14 -19 partnerships.   

You should include in your proposals any ambition you may have for your school to have a specialism from its opening and if so that you intend to apply to the Secretary of State for specialist school status from day one.  
Before making a decision you should look carefully at:
•	the range of specialisms already available in schools across the local authority area 
•	the criteria that your application will need to satisfy to be successful.
Who can apply for specialist school status?

In the year leading up to opening - once the temporary governing body, and preferably the head teacher and senior management team, are in place - your school can apply for specialist school status providing it is a secondary school.
  
Specialist school status brings with it a one-off capital grant of £100,000 and recurrent funding of £129 per pupil per year over the period of designation. It is calculated as follows:

	The amount of grant is based on student numbers taken from the school survey data for the January preceding the school year for which payment is being made.  The flat rate of grant for schools is calculated at £129 per student for the first 1000 students and then £129 for any students over 1200 e.g. a school with 1600 students will receive £129 x 1000 for the first 1000 and then £129 for pupils numbering over 1200 i.e. £129 x 400.  

	All specialist schools which have 92 students or less will receive a minimum of £60,000 per annum.  Schools with over 92 KS3 students will receive the minimum £60,000 plus £645 per secondary age student to a maximum of 200 students based on their January PLASC preceding the September of the year of designation and then £645 for student numbers of 240 upwards.

The Government expects specialist schools to use at least 50% of their funding on outreach activities in their curriculum area, for example, through making specialist facilities and teaching available to other schools.  Collaboration between schools with different specialisms and their links with the community and businesses increases the range of experiences on offer to pupils.
To become a specialist school your school will need to raise £50,000 in sponsorship.  If you fall short of this target you may qualify for financial assistance, providing you can demonstrate that you made a serious effort to raise the full amount.
If you do not intend the school to apply for specialist school status you can still decide to have a specialism but your school will not qualify for additional funding.
Specialist schools programme
The Specialist Schools Programme helps schools, in partnership with private sector sponsors and supported by additional Government funding, to:
•	establish distinctive identities through their chosen specialisms
•	achieve their targets to raise standards across the whole curriculum. 
Specialist schools have a special focus on those subjects relating to their chosen specialism but must also meet the National Curriculum requirements and deliver a broad and balanced education to all pupils.  
Specialisms












You can get support and advice, including help with finding a sponsor, from the Specialist Schools and Academies Trust.  






                                                                                                                         Annex 3d 
Federation or collaboration 
Many schools work closely together and develop joint working arrangements.  There are two forms of statutory arrangements - federation and collaboration.  Working together through formal shared governance structures enables schools to raise standards and maintain local provision by sharing resources, staff expertise, and facilities.  The variety of models offered by federation makes it adaptable to suit individual contexts, and local needs and objectives.
You must include in your proposals whether your school will form a ‘hard’ federation or collaboration - known as a ‘soft’ federation - with another school or schools, and you must provide details of the proposed arrangements. 
Hard federation 
A hard federation is an arrangement by which at least two schools share a single governing body.  (Provided for under Section 24 and 25 of the Education Act 2002 (​http:​/​​/​www.opsi.gov.uk​/​acts​/​acts2002​/​20032--f.htm" \l "26​).  The School Governance (Federations) (England) Regulations 2007 removed the previous limitation on not more than five schools being able to federate.)
Federations can involve a mix of primary and secondary schools.  Within the federation each school retains its separate legal identity in respect of its budget, admissions and performance tables, and each is subject to a separate inspection by Ofsted.
Soft federation or collaboration
A soft federation, or collaboration, is a formal arrangement under section 26 of the Education Act 2002 (​http:​/​​/​www.opsi.gov.uk​/​acts​/​acts2002​/​20032--f.htm" \l "26​) by which two or more governing bodies share elements of governance or establish a joint strategic committee with delegated powers.  Under these arrangements each school retains its individual governing body. 
Soft federation can involve a mix of primary and secondary schools and is based on the principle of allowing governing bodies’ and joint committees’ freedom to determine their own arrangements within an agreed framework.  It can cover a range of operational models from an over-arching committee delegated to take strategic decisions on behalf of two or more governing bodies, to setting up single-issue committees such as premises or curriculum committees.

Under the Collaboration Arrangements (Maintained Schools and Further Education Bodies) (England) Regulations 2007 maintained schools are now able to form soft governance federations with FE colleges.
Reasons for federating
You may want your school to become part of a new or existing federation, for instance:
•	If your foundation or trust runs other schools you may wish to federate with them.
•	You may wish to federate with an established and high performing school nearby whose experience your school would benefit from.
•	If yours is to be a specialist school you may want to federate to with another school with the same or a complementary specialism to share facilities/resources. 
What you have to do
Ideally, if you intend your new school to be part of a hard or soft federation when it opens, you should include details of your proposed federation in the consultation on the statutory proposals for the new school.  
If a proposal to federate did not form part of the consultation on the statutory proposals, but it is proposed that a new school should become part of a federation, and a temporary body has not yet been established, those bringing forward the proposals (i.e. the LA or the proposers) must follow the federation procedure below.  If a temporary governing body has been established for the school it is for that temporary governing body to carry out the procedure.
Federation procedure
You the proposers, or your schools temporary governing body if it is in place, must publish proposals to federate jointly with the governing body or bodies of the other school or schools involved. 
Proposals must contain the:
•	names of governing bodies involved
•	size and make-up of the governing body for the proposed federation
•	arrangements for staffing and admissions for the schools within the new    federation
•	proposed date for the federation to come into being
•	date by which written representations should be made to the proposing governing bodies, allowing at least six weeks.
Proposals must be published by sending them to the:
•	local authority or authorities in which the schools are located
•	head teacher of each school in the proposed federation and school staff
•	parents of all registered pupils at each school
•	foundation governors where there is a foundation and appropriate diocese or other body for schools with a religious character
•	such other persons as the governing bodies consider appropriate.
After receiving written representations, the governing bodies (and you the proposers if appropriate) must decide whether to proceed with the federation as proposed or whether to modify the proposals to address points made in the representations.
Where the governing bodies decide to proceed with federation, they (and you if appropriate) must jointly give notice to the relevant local authority or authorities.
Informal arrangements
There are many less formal ways than federation or collaboration in which schools can work together for the general good of their pupils.  These might involve, for example:
•	committees/groups of governors from one or more schools but without formal decision-making authority
•	schools with joint management groups of head teachers, etc.
•	the joint employment of finance and other support staff or specialist teachers (e.g. for music or sport) or Advanced Skills Teachers
•	the sharing of facilities such as ICT suites or sports facilities
•	joint working on curriculum issues or cooperation between primary and secondary schools.
You or your school’s governing body may consider these arrangements rather than formal federation, providing it does not involve governing bodies carrying out their functions jointly or setting up formal joint committees.
Further information






Extended school services 
Extended schools are central to delivering the Every Child Matters strategy for reshaping children and young people’s services.  They offer pupils, their families and communities, services that go beyond the school day and the formal curriculum.
Section 27 of the Education Act 2002 (​http:​/​​/​www.opsi.gov.uk​/​acts​/​acts2002​/​20032--f.htm" \t "_blank​) enables governing bodies to:
•	provide community facilities for families of pupils at the school and people who live or work in the area;
•	enter into agreements with other partners to provide services on school premises; and
•	charge for some services.
Support 
The Government wants all schools to provide access to a core offer of extended services by 2010 and has put in place support to help them achieve this:
•	Funding is provided through local authorities, so that they can plan extended services strategically with all their schools and partners. 
•	Schools can also use their school standards grant to develop and deliver access to extended services.  The local authority’s extended school remodelling adviser will provide advice and support. 
What you must do
You must include in your proposals whether, and to what extent, your school will provide extended services.  In deciding the type of services your school might offer you need to consider:
•	the needs of families and the local community your school will serve
•	the range of extended services already on offer in the area
•	the cost of setting up those services and how you will fund them.  
Before you publish your proposals you will need to discuss your plans with your local authority and other partners.
Types of extended services
You will want to work with the governing body, when it is in place, and head teacher designate to consider the strategy and priorities for developing extended services at your school – taking into account local needs and existing provision.  In shaping your school’s offering you will need to work in partnership with the local authority, parents, other schools, other children’s agencies and the voluntary and private sectors. 
Core services you might consider include:
•	wrap-around childcare (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​wholeschool​/​extendedschools​/​teachernetgovukcoreoffer​/​Wraparound_Childcare​/​" \o "Wraparound childcare​) from 8am to 6pm all year round, if you are setting up a primary school
•	parenting support (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​wholeschool​/​extendedschools​/​teachernetgovukcoreoffer​/​parentingsupport​/​" \o "Parenting support​) and adult and family learning (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​wholeschool​/​extendedschools​/​teachernetgovukcoreoffer​/​adultandfamilylearning​/​" \o "Adult and family learning​)
•	a varied menu of activities including study support (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​wholeschool​/​extendedschools​/​teachernetgovukcoreoffer​/​Varied_menu_of_activities​/​" \o "Varied menu of activities​), sport and music clubs and volunteering opportunities
•	swift and easy referral (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​wholeschool​/​extendedschools​/​teachernetgovukcoreoffer​/​swiftandeasyreferral​/​" \o "Swift and easy referral​) to a wide range of specialist services such as speech therapy, health and social care
•	community access to facilities such as information and communications technology, sports and arts. 
In providing extended services, your school’s governing body must ensure that those services do not interfere with the main duty to educate pupils.  
Further information






The success of your proposal will be influenced by the level of demand for your school and the effect bringing it into the maintained sector will have on other schools in your area.
Before making a final decision about the proposed size of your school in the maintained sector you should consider the likely demand for places.  To do this you will need to collect evidence of potential demand and obtain as much relevant information as you can.  

If your school is a secondary school you should consider whether the size is compatible with the breadth of curriculum you envisage. 
Education plan information
You may be able to obtain planning information that gives details of current and projected school places from your local authority.  You should also check its children’s and young people’s plan for information on the authority’s priorities for children’s services.  You may find the relevant information on the authority’s website.
If your proposed school is close to an authority border, or one that will draw pupils from a wide geographical area, you should also look at school place planning information and the children’s and young people’s plan for neighbouring authorities.
Faith information
If your school is to give priority to applicants of a particular faith or denomination you should assess the likely demand for places from parents of that faith.
Demographic information
You should look at recent census data, Health Authority data on births and any other local relevant data.  You should also consult your council’s planning department about new housing and obtain details of type, quantity, location and timetable.  All of these factors will influence the number of children in your school’s catchment area.


Information about other schools
You should take account of other schools in your area (independent as well as maintained) that cater for the same age range as your school.  In determining the extent to which these other schools meet current demand you should consider:
•	their type – religious character, single sex, specialist, etc
•	their location
•	the number of places they provide.
Other




Get support for your proposals 
Local authority
Local authorities are a valuable source of information and advice.  You should meet your local authority as early as possible to discuss and get support for your proposals.  Proposals which have the support of the local authority from the start are likely to progress much more smoothly than those which do not.  
You need to convince your local authority that when your school joins the maintained sector it will promote high standards, be worthy of support and be in line with the Government’s aim to increase choice and diversity.  You must be able to demonstrate that you will meet the conditions of maintained status at the point of entry.  The decision maker will also need to be assured of this when they decide your proposals.  
Local authorities are under a duty to promote choice and diversity and to respond to demands from parents for new schools.  More information on the duty to respond can be found at www.dcsf.gov.uk/schoolorg (​http:​/​​/​www.dcsf.gov.uk​/​schoolorg​)
Parents and community
You should gather views and secure the support of the parents and communities you intend your school to serve.  This will probably involve:
•	providing written information
•	meeting to discuss your proposals with those likely to be affected by it







Assess your present site 
It is expected that your school will enter the maintained sector in the current premises.  You will need to assess the condition of the school premises and the adequacy of the accommodation in relation to the national curriculum requirements and cost any necessary modifications.  You may need to seek independent professional advice for this.  
It is the responsibility of your local authority to ensure that your school conforms to the requirements of the School Premises Regulations 1999 and you should determine with them whether your school complies.   
If the premises do not meet the requirements of the School Premises Regulations your local authority will need to seek a relaxation from the Secretary of State in the form of an ‘in principle’ agreement letter from the Department before you can publish your proposals. 
You may also need to discuss the land tenure arrangements with your local authority, as it must give its assurance that the arrangements are satisfactory.  
If the existing school site is unsuitable you must find a suitable site before you can go out to consultation and publish proposals, and agree who will provide the site.  You must make this clear in your proposals.
If you do not have a site in mind for your new school you should ask your local authority to help you find one.  
Site available
Once you have found a site you will need to get the authority’s agreement to provide it, unless you intend to provide the site from your own or other resources.  The DCSF does not usually fund site acquisition.  
Your local authority may agree to provide a site for your school with existing buildings that you can make use of.  If your local authority provides the site it must transfer its interest in the site to:
•	your school’s foundation or charitable trust, if you are setting up a Trust, voluntary controlled or voluntary aided school  
•	your school’s governing body, if you are setting up a foundation school (without a foundation).  
For all types of school the local authority is responsible for providing the playing fields, subject to practical considerations.  For voluntary aided schools the playing fields remain in the ownership of the local authority.
Professional advice
You may need to appoint professional advisers, usually a project manager, an architect and a quantity surveyor (preferably with experience of education or school building projects) to look for and advise on sites.  You may also need other specialists such as an educationalist and a planning consultant.  The local authority may provide these advisers but you may wish to appoint your own, particularly if your independent school is to be a voluntary aided school for which you will have responsibility for design and build. 
The advisers should carry out an option appraisal of the possible sites, including any legal restrictions on their use.  Each site, which may include existing buildings, will present different design challenges and involve different development costs.  In order to give sound advice, your consultants will need to be familiar with all the relevant legislation and guidance.
Land tenure
Leasehold: If the school is to be established on a leasehold site, you must include details of the lease in your proposals, and you will need to convince the decision maker that they will not compromise your school’s long term viability.  You should only consider short term leases where there is an agreed plan with the local authority for the school to migrate, in time, to more permanent premises.  





It is expected that existing independent schools will enter the maintained sector in their current buildings, provided those buildings meet the requirements of the Education (School Premises) regulations1999 (SI 1999 no 2).  If the buildings do not meet the requirements of the regulations the Secretary of State may grant a relaxation of those requirements (see Step 6). 
If your present school is not entering the maintained sector in its existing premises, you must make clear, when you publish your proposals, who will provide the site and buildings.  You need to discuss this with your local authority.
If your project requires capital funding, for instance, to expand your school to meet parental demand, to build premises or to remedy deficiencies in the premises, you should discuss with your local authority how it might meet your needs through its usual capital programmes:
•	funding for trust, foundation and voluntary controlled schools forms part of the local authority’s schools capital programme
•	funding for voluntary aided schools is part of your local authority’s coordinated voluntary aided programme which it administers in conjunction with diocesan bodies and other interested parties.
•	your local authority must provide the playing fields and the buildings on playing fields associated with their use.  




Consult interested parties 
Before publishing statutory proposals you must consult all interested parties.  In doing so you must:
•	allow adequate time and provide sufficient information for those being consulted to form a considered view on your proposals
•	make clear how those consulted can make their views known
•	take account of responses to your consultation and be able to demonstrate that you have done so.  
If you wish to consider a new option that emerges from your consultation you must consult again on that option before publishing your proposals.
It is up to you to decide on your method(s) of consultation and whether to hold public meetings.
Who you must consult 
Those you must consult are set out in statutory guidance issued by the Secretary of State.  They include:
•	Any local authority likely to be affected by your proposals, including neighbouring authorities where there may be significant cross-border movement of pupils.
•	The governing bodies, teachers and other staff of any other school that might be affected by your proposals.
•	Families of any pupils at any other school who may be affected by your proposals including, where appropriate, parents of pupils at feeder primary schools.
•	Any trade unions who represent staff at the school; and representatives of any trade union of any staff at other schools who may be affected by your proposals.
•	The local Church of England and Roman Catholic dioceses and anyone else who has recently expressed an interest in setting up a school.
•	The Learning and Skills Council if your proposals affect the provision of full-time 14-19 education.  
•	MPs whose constituencies include the schools that are the subject of the proposals, or whose constituents are likely to be affected by the proposals.
•	The local district or parish council where the proposed school is to be situated.  
•	Any other interested party, for example the Early Years Development and Child Care Partnership, or any local partnership that exists in place of an Early Years Development and Child Care Partnership, if your proposals affect early years provision; or those who benefit from a contractual arrangement giving them the use of the premises.
Other examples of interested parties include: 
•	If your proposals are likely to affect a school with a religious character, the national faith group which provides the school 
•	If your proposals are likely to affect a foundation or voluntary school that does not have a religious character, any trust or foundation providing the school.




Prepare and publish your proposals 
Preparing proposals
In preparing your proposals you must include the statutory information that is prescribed in regulations and set out in Annex 9a to this section.
Publication
You must publish details of your proposals in the form of a statutory notice:
•	in at least one local newspaper
•	in a conspicuous place in the area served by your school (for example the local library, community centre or post office).  
You are advised to try to avoid publication during summer holidays.
You must include the statutory information that is prescribed in regulations as you prepare your statutory notice as set out in Annex 9b. 
To ensure your statutory notice is completed correctly, you can draft it online by accessing the notice builder facility on www.dcsf.gov.uk/schoolorg (​http:​/​​/​www.dcsf.gov.uk​/​schoolorg​).  You will need to register for the “members’ area” on the website first - this free of charge.  Proposers are strongly advised to use this facility.  You can also ask to have your statutory notice checked by the DCSF.
Timing
To ensure that your proposals reflect relatively recent feedback, you should publish within 12 months of completing your consultation.  
Distribution
You must send a copy of your complete proposals to your local authority within one week of publication.  
You must also send copies of your proposals to:
•	any other local authority likely to be affected by your proposals
•	the Diocesan Board of Education for any diocese of the Church of England any part of which falls within your local authority’s area
•	the bishop of a diocese of the Roman Catholic church any part of which falls within your local authority’s area
•	the Learning and Skills Council for England if your proposals include provision of 14-16 education or sixth form 
•	the Secretary of State [electronic copies should be sent to school.organisation@dcsf.gsi.gov.uk (​mailto:school.organisation@dcsf.gsi.gov.uk​) – but should exclude copies of evidence of consultation].  A copy of the statutory notice which appeared in the newspaper must also be sent to the Secretary of State at the above email address within one week of it appearing.
•	any person requesting a copy within one week of the publication date.
Voluntary aided schools
If your school is to be voluntary aided, you must complete and return Form 18 which can be found at www.teachernet.gov.uk/docbank/index.cfm?id=6079 (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​docbank​/​index.cfm?id=6079​) to the DCSF Voluntary Aided Capital Team.  This is a statement of the governors’ resources indicating that they can meet their contribution of at least 10% for maintaining the school.  You should also submit a copy of Form 18 with your proposals when you send them to your local authority.  


  																									 Annex 9a
Information you must include in your proposals 
You must include in your proposals the following information from Schedule 3 Part 1 of the School Organisation (Establishment and Discontinuance of Schools) (England) Regulations 2007: 
Contact Details
1.  The name of the proposer or proposers and a contact address.
2.  Whether the proposals are being submitted independently or jointly with another proposer or proposers.
Category
3.  The type of school that it is proposed be established (a foundation school and, if so, whether it is to have a foundation, a voluntary school or a community school) and, if required by section 10, a statement that the Secretary of State’s consent has been obtained to publication of the proposals.
Consultation
4.  A statement to the effect that all applicable statutory requirements to consult in relation to the proposals have been complied with.
5.  Evidence of the consultation before the proposals were published including—
(a) a list of persons and/or parties who were consulted;
(b) minutes of all public consultation meetings;
(c) the views of the persons consulted; and
(d) copies of all consultation documents and a statement of how these were made available.
Objectives
6.  The objectives of the proposals.
Extended Services
7.  Information on the extended services which it is envisaged will be provided on the site of the school.
Pupil numbers and admissions
8.  Information on—
(a) the number of pupil places the school should provide;
(b) the upper and lower age limits of the school;
(c) where it is intended that it should provide sixth form education, the number of pupils for whom it is intended that such education should be provided;
(d) where it is intended that it should provide nursery education, the number of pupils for whom it is intended that such education should be provided;
(e) where it is intended that the school should provide for boarding pupils, the number of pupils for whom it is intended such facilities should be provided;
(f) the number of pupils to be admitted to the school in each relevant age group in the first school year in which the proposals will be implemented or, where it is intended that the proposals should be implemented in stages, the number of pupils to be admitted to the proposed school in each stage that the proposals will be implemented;
(g) whether it is proposed that the school should admit pupils of both sexes or boys or girls only and, in the case of a single sex school where it is intended to provide sixth form education, whether both sexes or boys or girls only are to be admitted to the sixth form.
Ethos/Religious Character
9.  A short statement suitable for publication setting out the proposed ethos of the school, including details of any educational philosophy, which it is proposed that the school will adhere to.
10.  If the school is to have a religious character, confirmation of the religion or religious denomination in accordance with whose tenets religious education will, or may be required to be provided at the school; and a statement that the proposers intend to ask the Secretary of State to designate the school as a school with such a religious character.
Area or community that school serves
11.  The area or particular community or communities which the new school is expected to serve.
Admission Arrangements
12.  An indication of the proposed admission arrangements and over-subscription criteria for the new school including, where the school is proposed to be a foundation or voluntary school or Academy which is to have a religious character—
(a) the extent to which priority for places is proposed to be given to children of the school’s religion or religious denomination; and
(b) the extent, if any, to which priority is to be given to children of other religions or religious denominations or to children having no religion or religious denomination.
Grammar schools
13.  Where the school is to be established in substitution for one or more discontinued grammar schools, a statement to this effect and a statement that the school may be designated as a grammar school for the purpose of Chapter 2 of Part 3 of SSFA 1998.
Schools with a religious character or particular educational philosophy – parental demand
14.  Where the school is—
(a) proposed to have a religious character, evidence of the demand in the area for education in accordance with the tenets of the religion; or
(b) proposed to adhere to a particular philosophy, evidence of the demand for education in accordance with the philosophy in question that is not already met in other maintained schools or Academies in the area.
Sixth Form Education
15.  Where it is proposed that the school will provide sixth form education, how the proposals will—
(a) improve the educational or training achievements;
(b) increase participation in education or training; and
(c) expand the range of educational or training opportunities, for 16-19 year olds in the area.
Early Years Provision
16.  Where the proposals are to include provision for pupils aged between 2 and 5, the following information must be provided—
(a) details of how the early years provision will be organised, including the number of fulltime and part-time pupils, the number of places, the number and length of sessions in each week, and the services for disabled children that will be offered;
(b) how the school will integrate the early years provision with childcare services, and how the proposals for the establishment of the school are consistent with the integration of early years provision with childcare;
(c) evidence of parental demand for additional provision of early years provision;
(d) assessment of capacity, quality and sustainability of provision in schools, and in settings outside of the maintained school sector who deliver the Early Years Foundation Stage within 3 miles of the school; and
(e) the reasons why schools and settings outside the maintained school sector who deliver the Early Years Foundation Stage within 3 miles of the school and who have spare capacity, cannot make provision for any forecast increase in the numbers of such children.
Specialisms
17.  Whether the school will have any specialisms on implementation and whether the promoter intends to apply to the Secretary of State for the school to be a specialist school from implementation.
Effects on Standards and Contributions to School Improvement
18.  Information and supporting evidence on:
(a) how the school will contribute to enhancing the diversity and quality of education in the area; and
(b) how the school will help to raise the standard of education in the area and contribute to school improvement.
19.  Information and supporting evidence on how the proposals will contribute to enabling children and young people to be healthy, stay safe, enjoy and achieve, make a positive contribution to the community and society, and achieve economic well-being.
Community Cohesion
20.  The following information relating to the proposals—
(a) how the school will promote and contribute to community cohesion;
(b) how the school will increase inclusion and equality of access for all social groups; and
(c) how the school will collaborate with other schools, and in relation to secondary school proposals how the new school will collaborate with colleges and training providers.
Single sex or co-educational school
21.  Where the school is to admit pupils of a single sex—
(a) evidence of local demand for single sex education and how this will be met if the proposals are approved; and
(b) A statement giving details of the likely effect the alteration will have on the balance of provision of single sex education in the area.
Location
22.  A statement about—
(a) the location of the site (including, where appropriate, the postal address or addresses if the school is to occupy a split site);
(b) whether the school will occupy a single or split site;
(c) the accessibility of the site (or if the school is to occupy a split site the accessibility of the accommodation);
(d) the current ownership and tenure (freehold or leasehold) of the site and the proposed use of any buildings already on the site;
(e) details of the tenure (freehold or leasehold) on which the site of the school will be held, and if the site is to be held on a lease, details of the proposed lease including details of any provisions which could obstruct the governing body or the head teacher in the exercise of any of their functions under any of the Education Acts or place indirect pressures upon funding bodies;
(f) whether the site is currently used for the purposes of another school which will no longer be required for the purposes of that school.  If so, provide details as to why the site will no longer be required for the purposes of that school; and
(g) the estimated costs of providing the site and a statement about how the costs will be met.
Implementation
23.  The date when it is planned that the proposals will be implemented, or where the proposals are to be implemented in stages, information about each stage and the date on which each stage is planned to be implemented.
24.  Where the proposals are to establish a voluntary controlled or foundation school, a statement as to whether the proposals are to be implemented by the local education authority or by the proposers, and if the proposals are to be implemented by both,
(a) a statement as to the extent that they are to be implemented by each body, and
(b) a statement as to the extent to which the capital costs of implementation are to be met by each body.
Project Costs
25.  A statement of the estimated capital cost of the proposals and the extent to which the costs are to be met by the proposers and/or the local education authority.
26.  A copy of a confirmation from the Secretary of State or local education authority or the Learning and Skills Council for England (as the case may be) that funds will be made available (including costs to cover any necessary site purchase).
27.  Details of how it is proposed to fund the proposer’s share of the capital costs of implementing the proposals (if any).
Travel
28.  The proposed arrangements for travel of pupils to the school.
Federation
29.  Details of any proposals for the school to be federated with one or more schools (by virtue of section 24 of EA 2002 and section 12).
Curriculum
30.  Confirmation that the school will meet the general requirements in relation to curriculum contained in section 78 of EA 2002 and an outline of any provision that will be in addition to the basic curriculum required by section 80 of EA 2002, in particular any 14-19 vocational education.
Voluntary aided schools
31.  In addition, where the school is to be a voluntary aided school—
(a) details of the trusts on which the site is to be held; and
(b) confirmation that governing body will be able and willing to carry out their obligations under Schedule 3 to SSFA 1998.
Foundation Schools
33.  Where the school is to be a foundation school, confirmation as to whether the new school—
(a) will have a foundation established otherwise than under SSFA 1998 and, if so, the identity of that foundation;
(b) will belong to a group of schools for which a foundation body acts under section 21 of SSFA 1998; or
(c) will not fall within sub-paragraph (a) or (b).
34.  Where the school is to be a foundation school which has a foundation—
(a) the name of the foundation where known;
(b) the rationale for the foundation and the particular ethos that it will bring to the school;
(c) the details of membership of the foundation, including the names of the members;
(d) the entitlement to appoint charity trustees and the number of trustees to be appointed;
(e) the proposed constitution of the governing body;
(f) details of the foundation’s charitable objects;
(g) where the majority of governors are to be foundation governors, a statement that a parent council will be established in accordance with section 23A of EA 2002;
(h) a statement that the requirements set out in the School Organisation (Requirements as to Foundations) (England) Regulations will be met;
(i) a statement of how the foundation will contribute to the advancement of education at the school and how it is envisaged it will help to raise standards; and
(j) a statement of how the foundation will contribute to the advancement of community cohesion and the impact the foundation will have on the diversity of school provision in the area.
Special educational needs
35.  Information as to whether the school will have provision that is recognised by the local education authority as reserved for children with special educational needs and, if so, the nature of such provision and the proposed number of pupils for whom such provision is to be made.
36.  Details of the proposed policy of the school relating to the education of pupils with special educational needs.
37.  Where the school will replace existing educational provision for children with special educational needs
(a) a statement on how the proposer believes the proposal is likely to lead to improvements in the standard, quality and/or range of educational provision for these children;
(b) Details of the specific educational benefits that will flow from the proposals in terms of—
(i) improved access to education and associated services including the curriculum, wider school activities, facilities and equipment with reference to the local education authority’s Accessibility Strategy;
(ii) improved access to specialist staff, both education and other professionals, including any external support and/or outreach services;
(iii) improved access to suitable accommodation; and
(iv) improved supply of suitable places.
Relevant experience of proposers
38.  Evidence of any relevant experience in education held by the proposer, or proposers (other than a local authority) including details of any involvement in the improvement of standards in education.
Planning permission
39.  Where the establishment of the new school involves development for the purpose of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, a statement as to whether planning permission has been obtained and, if it has not been obtained, details of when it is anticipated that it will be obtained
Independent schools entering the maintained sector
40.  A statement that the requirements of section 11 (3) are met
41.  A statement as to whether the premises will meet the requirements of the Education (School Premises) Regulations 1999 and, if not,
(a) details of how the premises are deficient; and






                                                                                                Annex 9b
Prepare your statutory notice to be published
In preparing your statutory notice you must include the following information prescribed in Part 5 of Schedule 5 of the School Organisation (Establishment and Discontinuance of Schools) (England) Regulations 2007: 
 
1. 		The name of the proposer or proposers and a contact address. Whether the proposals are being submitted independently or jointly with another proposer or proposers.
Category
2. 		The type of school that it is proposed is established (a foundation school and, if so, whether it is to have a foundation, a voluntary school a community school, or a maintained nursery school) and, if required by section 10, a statement that the Secretary of State’s consent has been obtained to the publication of the proposals.
Extended Services
3. 		Information on the extended services which it is envisaged will be provided on the site of the school.
Pupil numbers and admissions
4. 		Information on—
(a)	the number of pupil places the school should provide;
(b)	the upper and lower age limits of the school;
(c)	where it is intended that it should provide sixth form education, the number of pupils for whom it is intended that such education should be provided;
(d)	where it is intended that it should provide nursery education, the number of pupils for whom it is intended that such education should be provided;
(e)	where it is intended that the school should provide for boarding pupils, the number of pupils for whom it is intended such facilities should be provided;
(f)	the number of pupils to be admitted to the school in each relevant age group in the first school year in which the proposals will be implemented or, where it is intended that the proposals should be implemented in stages, the number of pupils to be admitted to the proposed school in each stage that the proposals will be implemented;
(g)	whether it is proposed that the school should admit pupils of both sexes or boys or girls only and, in the case of a single sex school where it is intended to provide sixth form education, whether both sexes or boys or girls only are to be admitted to the sixth form.
Ethos/Religious Character
5. 		A short statement suitable for publication setting out the proposed ethos of the school, including details of any educational philosophy, which it is proposed that the school will adhere to.
6. 		If the school is to have a religious character, confirmation of the religion or religious denomination in accordance with whose tenets religious education will, or may be required to be provided at the school; and a statement that the proposers intend to ask the Secretary of State to designate the school as a school with such a religious character.
Area or community that school serves
7. 		The area or particular community or communities the school is expected to serve.
Admission Arrangements
8. 		An indication of the proposed admission arrangements and over-subscription criteria for the new school including, where the school is proposed to be a foundation or voluntary school or Academy which is to have a religious character—
(a)	the extent to which priority for places is proposed to be given to children of the school’s religion or religious denomination; and
(b)	the extent if any to which priority is to be given to children of other religions or religious denominations or to children having no religion or religious denomination.
Specialisms
9. 		Whether the school will have any specialisms on implementation and whether the promoter intends to apply to the Secretary of State for the new school to be a specialist school from implementation.
Location
10. 	A statement about—
(a)	the location of the site (including where appropriate the postal address or addresses if the school is to occupy a split site); and
(b)	whether the school will occupy a single or split site.
Implementation
11. 	The date when it is planned that the proposals will be implemented, or where the proposals are to be implemented in stages, information about each stage and the date on which each stage is planned to be implemented.
Travel
12. 	The proposed arrangements for travel of pupils to the school.
Federation
13. 	Details of any proposals for the school to be federated with one or more schools (by virtue of sections 24 of EA 2002 and section 12).
Foundation Schools
14. 	Where the school is to be a foundation school with a foundation—
(a)	the name of the foundation where known;
(b)	a summary of the rationale for the foundation and the particular ethos that it will bring to the school; and
(c)	the details of membership of the foundation, including the names of the members.
Special educational provision





Wait for comments/objections 




Receive a decision 
Decision maker
Your local authority is responsible for deciding your proposals, unless you are setting up a Trust school and the authority has an interest in the school’s foundation.  
An authority has an interest in a foundation where:
•	the authority or anyone it appoints is to be a member of the foundation
•	the authority or anyone it appoints is to have voting rights in the foundation
•	anyone the authority appoints is to be a charity trustee of the foundation.  
Your local authority must pass your proposals to the schools adjudicator for a decision if it: 
•	has an interest in your school’s foundation as defined above
•	fails to reach a decision within two months from the end of the six-week representation period or, if later, the date on which it received the information required by regulations.
Decision criteria
When considering your proposals your local authority or the schools adjudicator must have regard to guidance issued by the Secretary of State.  In each particular case, it is up to the decision maker to decide how much weight to give to the various factors.  
The full detail of the Decision Maker’s Guidance is at Annex 11a.
Your local authority can reach one of four decisions on your proposals:
•	approval
•	rejection
•	approval with modification, e.g. your school’s opening date
•	conditional approval; your local authority must specify a date by which the conditions must be met.  
The local authority cannot give a conditional approval that is subject to capital funding being made available.
Conditions under which conditional approval may be granted
•	grant of planning permission
•	acquisition of and/or access to a site or playing fields
•	DCSF approval for a private finance contract or agreement to Building Schools for the Future building project
•	setting up of a charity scheme
•	formation of a hard federation
•	Secretary of State approval for a new foundation body or membership of a group foundation
•	a change in another school’s admission arrangements as specified in the approval or the occurrence of any events above relating to another school by a specific date
•	Secretary of State approval for, or local agreement to, the disposal of premises
•	Secretary of State agreement to exemption of school premises and/or playing fields from the School Premises Standards
•	Secretary of State agreement that the National Curriculum shall not apply or apply with modifications.
Decision notification
If your local authority is deciding your proposals it must make a decision within two months of the end of the representation period or, if later, the date on which it received the information required by regulations.  
You will receive a letter notifying you of the decision and the rationale for that decision.  Copies of the decision will be sent to:
•	anyone who objected to your proposals
•	the Secretary of State
•	the Learning and Skills Council, if your school is to provide 14-16 or sixth form education 
•	the local Church of England and Roman Catholic dioceses.  
Grounds for appeal
You can ask your local authority to pass your proposals to the schools adjudicator if it rejects your proposals.  You must make your request within four weeks of receiving the decision.  The local authority must pass on your proposals to the adjudicator within one week of receiving your request.  
You cannot appeal against a decision by the schools adjudicator.


                                                                                                 Annex 11a
Factors considered by decision maker
This annex is extracted from the “Establishing A New Maintained School” Part C - available at www.dcsf.gov.uk/schoolorg (​http:​/​​/​www.dcsf.gov.uk​/​schoolorg​)
Decision Makers’ Guidance on Establishing a New School
1.		Decisions on school organisation proposals are taken by the LA or by the schools adjudicator. In this annex both are covered by the form of words ‘Decision Maker’. 
Checks on Receipt of Statutory Proposals
2.		There are 4 key issues which the Decision Maker must consider before judging the respective factors and merits of the statutory proposals:-
a.	Is any information missing? If so, the Decision Maker should write immediately to the proposer specifying a date by which the information must be provided;
b.	Does the published notice comply with statutory requirements? (see paragraph 3 below);
c.	Has the statutory consultation been carried out prior to the publication of the notice? (see paragraph 4 below); and
d.	Are the proposals “related” to other published proposals? (see paragraphs 5-9 below). 
Does the Published Notice Comply with Statutory Requirements?
3.		The Decision Maker should consider whether the notice is valid as soon as a copy is received.  Where a published notice does not comply with statutory requirements - as set out in The School Organisation (Establishment and Discontinuance of Schools)(England) Regulations 2007 (SI:2007 - 1288) (as amended) - it may be judged invalid and the Decision Maker should consider whether they can decide the proposals.  
Has the Statutory Consultation Been Carried Out Prior to the Publication of the Notice?
4.		Details of the consultation should be included in the proposals.  The Decision Maker must be satisfied that the consultation meets statutory requirements (see paragraphs 1.2-1.5 of Stage 1, Part A for school competitions and paragraphs 1.2-1.4 of Stage 1, Part B for other new school proposals).  If some parties submit objections on the basis that consultation was not adequate, the Decision Maker may wish to take legal advice on the points raised.  If the requirements have not been met, the Decision Maker may judge the proposals to be invalid and should consider whether they can decide the proposals.  Alternatively the Decision Maker may take into account the sufficiency and quality of the consultation as part of their overall judgement of the proposals as a whole. 
Are the Proposals Related to Other Published Proposals?
5.		Paragraph 9 of Schedule 2 to the EIA 2006 provides that any proposals that are “related” to particular proposals (e.g. for a new school, school closure or proposals by the LSC to deal with inadequate 16-19 provision proposals) must be considered together. Paragraphs 6 – 9 below provide statutory guidance on whether proposals should be regarded as “related”.
6.		Generally, proposals should be regarded as “related” if they are included on the same notice (unless the notice makes it clear that the proposals are not “related”). Proposals should be regarded as “related” if the notice makes a reference to a link to other proposals.  If the statutory notices do not confirm a link, but it is clear that a decision on one of the proposals would be likely to directly affect the outcome or consideration of the other, the proposals should be regarded as “related”.  Proposals for a school competition should be considered together with proposals for any school closure where there is a clear link.  
7.		Where proposals are “related”, the decisions should be compatible e.g. if one set of proposals is for the removal of provision, and another is for the establishment of provision for displaced pupils, both should be approved or rejected. 
8.		Where proposals for a new school are “related” to proposals published by the local LSC which are to be decided by the Secretary of State, the Decision Maker should defer taking a decision until the Secretary of State has taken a decision on the LSC proposals.  This applies where the proposals before the Decision Maker concern:
a.	any proposed secondary school, to be maintained by the same LA that maintains a school that is the subject of the LSC proposals; or 

b.	any other proposed secondary school in the same LA area as any FE college which is the subject of the LSC proposals.
9.		The proposals will be regarded as “related” if their implementation would prevent or undermine effective implementation of the LSC proposals. 
Statutory Guidance – Factors to be Considered by Decision Makers 
10.	Paragraphs 8(6) and 17 of Schedule 2 to the EIA 2006 provides that both the LA and schools adjudicator are required to have regard to guidance issued by the Secretary of State when they take a decision on proposals.  Paragraphs 11 to 89 below contain the statutory guidance.
11.	The following factors should not be taken to be exhaustive.  Their importance will vary, depending on the type and circumstances of the proposals. All proposals should be considered on their individual merits.
EFFECT ON STANDARDS AND SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT
A System Shaped by Parents
12.	The Government's aim, as set out in the Five Year Strategy for Education and Learners and the Schools White Paper Higher Standards, Better Schools For All, is to create a schools system shaped by parents which delivers excellence and equity. In particular, the Government wishes to see a dynamic system in which:
	weak schools that need to be closed are closed quickly and replaced by new ones where necessary;
	the best schools are able to expand and spread their ethos and success; and 
	new providers have the opportunity to share their energy and talents by establishing new schools - whether as voluntary schools, Trust schools or Academies - and forming Trusts for existing schools.
13.	The EIA 2006 amends the Education Act 1996 to place new duties on LAs to secure diversity in the provision of schools and to increase opportunities for parental choice when planning the provision of schools in their areas.  In addition, LAs are under a specific duty to respond to representations from parents about the provision of schools, including requests to establish new schools or make changes to existing schools.  The Government's aim is to secure a more diverse and dynamic schools system which is shaped by parents. The Decision Maker should take into account the extent to which the proposals are consistent with the new duties on LAs.
School Competitions
14.	When considering proposals submitted in response to a competition, the Decision Maker must consider all proposals.  All proposals may have different strengths and weaknesses.  Decision Makers will need to balance these and decide which proposal best meets the criteria for a new school overall.  In addition, they will need to decide which proposals best meet the specific requirements for a new school for the area in question.  Where two or more proposals are complementary, and together meet the requirements for the new school, the Decision Maker may approve all these proposals. 
15.	The specification for the new school is just the minimum requirement and proposals may go beyond this. Where a proposal is not in line with the specification, the Decision Maker should consider the potential impact of the difference.  Where additional provision is proposed (e.g. early years or a sixth form) the Decision Maker should first judge the merits of the main proposal (i.e. that meets the original specification) against the other proposals.  If the proposal is judged to be the superior proposal, the Decision Maker should consider the additional elements and whether they should be approved.  If the Decision Maker considers the additional elements cannot be approved they may consider a modification to the proposals but will need first to consult the proposers, the LA and, if the proposals include provision for 14-19 year olds, the LSC.     
Standards
16.	The Government wishes to encourage changes to local school provision which will boost standards and opportunities for young people, whilst matching school place supply as closely as possible to pupils’ and parents’ needs and wishes.
17.	Decision Makers should be satisfied that proposals for a new school will contribute to raising local standards of provision, and will lead to improved attainment for children and young people.  They should pay particular attention to the effects on groups that tend to under-perform including children from certain ethnic groups, children from deprived backgrounds and children in care, with the aim of narrowing attainment gaps. 
Diversity
18.	Decision Makers should be satisfied that new provision for children with Special Educational Needs (SEN) will meet the statutory SEN improvement test (see paragraphs 82 to 88). 
19.	The Government’s aim is to transform our school system so that every child receives an excellent education – whatever their background and wherever they live.  A vital part of the Government’s vision is to create a more diverse school system offering excellence and choice, where each school has a strong ethos and sense of mission and acts as a centre of excellence or specialist provision.
20.	Decision Makers should consider how proposals will contribute to local diversity.  They should consider the range of schools in the relevant area of the LA and whether the new school will meet the aspirations of parents, help raise local standards and narrow attainment gaps.
21.	The Government wishes to enable local communities to benefit from the energy and talents of new providers and to increase parental choice. It is therefore encouraging a wide range of promoters, with a contribution to make to educational standards and diversity, to come forward. These might include parent and community groups, educational charities, voluntary groups including church and faith communities, those offering distinctive educational philosophies, existing schools or consortia of schools.  All proposals, from whatever source, should be considered on the basis of their educational merits, the extent of parental demand for the places and what they have to offer the local community.
22.	Decision Makers should consider the extent to which proposals for Trust (or Foundation) schools, voluntary schools or Academies - both within and outside competitions – will add to the diversity of provision in the area, having regard to the needs and wishes of the local community.
23.	The Decision Maker will need to make a judgement on the capability of the proposer based on available evidence.  Decision Makers should take account of the track record of providers where they are already associated with schools, but the absence of a track record should not necessarily be grounds for regarding proposals less favourably.
24.	Where delivery of proposals is dependent on a specific arrangement, such as the new school entering into a contract with a particular body, the Decision Maker will need to take a view on the ability of the governing body to enter into a contract of the kind envisaged, and the steps that would need to be taken to do so.  For instance, but not exclusively, the Decision Maker would need to be confident that the school was complying with relevant procurement regulations and that the school had considered how they would manage any implications that might arise from the possibility that, as a result of staff not being employed by the governing body or local authority, the majority of the workforce might not be “teachers” (i.e. as defined by Section 122 of the Education Act 2002).
Fresh Start /Collaborative Restart
25.	A new Fresh Start or Collaborative Restart school will have clear and specific plans for raising attainment which have been agreed by the Department.  There should be a presumption to approve proposals where funding has been agreed by the Department, but the Decision Maker should be satisfied that the places the new school will provide are needed.
Every Child Matters
26.	The Decision Maker should consider how the proposals will help every child and young person achieve their potential in accordance with Every Child Matters’ principles which are: to be healthy; stay safe; enjoy and achieve; make a positive contribution to the community and society; and, achieve economic well-being.  This should include considering how the school will provide a wide range of extended services, opportunities for personal development, access to academic and vocational training, measures to address barriers to participation and support for children and young people with particular needs e.g. looked after children or children with special educational needs (SEN) and disabilities. 
TYPES OF SCHOOLS
The Importance of Self Governance
27.	The Government wants schools to become self governing and to form relationships with external partners.  Foundation schools, VA schools, Trust Schools and Academies are all self governing schools.  Within these categories, Trust Schools, VA Schools and Academies all benefit from external partners who can bring energy, expertise and innovation to strengthen governance and help raise standards.  In addition, Trust status can provide a structure to strengthen and sustain collaboration between schools.        
28.	In considering proposals for a new school the Decision Maker should take into account the Government’s views of the benefits of self-governance and Trust, VA and Academy status. 
Trust Schools
29.	For Trust schools, the Decision Maker should consider whether the necessary statutory requirements relating to Trusts are met or are in progress:
a.	That the necessary work is underway to establish the Trust as a charity and as a body corporate – either as a company limited by guarantee, a company limited by shares, by Royal Charter or, once the relevant provisions of the Charities Act 2006 are in place, as a Charitable Incorporated Organisation;
b.	That the objects or purposes of the Trust will be exclusively charitable; that the Trust’s charitable objects will include the advancement of education of the pupils of the school; and also that the Trust meets the legal requirement to promote community cohesion in furthering the advancement of such education;
c.	Where LAs are proposed as members of a Trust, that they are to exercise no more than 20% of the total voting rights in accordance with Section 23A of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998;
a.	Where LAs are entitled to appoint charity trustees, the number of such trustees and the voting rights exercisable by them do not exceed 20% of the total voting right;
e.	That none of the proposed Trustees are disqualified from exercising this function by virtue of:
	i.	Disqualifications under company or charity law;
ii.	Disqualifications from working with children or young people;
iii.	Not having obtained a criminal records certificate under section 113A of the Police Act 1997;
iv.	The Education (Requirement as to Foundations)(England) Regulations 2007 (SI 2007) or any subsequent regulations made by the Secretary of State under section 23A of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998, as inserted by section 33 of the EIA 2006 disqualifying certain persons from acting as charity trustees.
f.	If the proposal is for the Trust to hold a majority on the governing body of the school, a statement that the governing body will set up a Parent Council and the proposed constitution of the Parent Council. 
30.	The Decision Maker should consider whether the proposal for a Trust School is a good one by considering:
a.	to what extent the proposed partners already have a relationship with other schools; and how those schools perform (though the absence of a track record should not be grounds for regarding proposals less favourably);
b.	to what extent the proposed partners have knowledge of the local community and the specific needs of the area and to what extent the proposal addresses these; and
c.	how the partners propose to identify and appoint governors.  What, if any, support would the Trust/foundation give to governors – e.g. training, encouraging exchanges of information on best practice?
This list is not exhaustive. Where proposals identify a particular contribution to be made by partners, the Decision Maker will wish to take these features into account on a case by case basis.	
31.	The Decision Maker should consider the nature of the proposed Trust and also the activities and reputation of the proposed trustees.  In particular he should be satisfied that the trustees are not involved in activities that may be considered inappropriate for children and young people (e.g. tobacco, gambling, adult entertainment, alcohol).  The reputation of Trust members and proposed trustees should also be in keeping with the charitable objects of a Trust.  Trust members and proposed trustees should also not be involved in illegal activities and/or activities which could bring the school into disrepute, but would not otherwise be disqualified under regulations.
32.	The following sources may provide information on the history of potential Trust partners: 
a.	The Health and Safety Executive maintains a public register of convictions, updated on a weekly basis (although with a 9 week lapse between a conviction and a case being added), and on which cases appear for a period of 5 years.  Cases subject to appeal are however not published on the database.  http://www.hse-databases.co.uk/prosecutions/ (​http:​/​​/​www.hse-databases.co.uk​/​prosecutions​/​​)   
b.	The Charity Commission’s Register of Charities, contains a wide range of information about every registered charity, including its name, contact details, e-mail address/website address, governing document, objects, area of benefit, area of operation, registration history: http://www.charity-commission.gov.uk/registeredcharities/first.asp (​http:​/​​/​www.charity-commission.gov.uk​/​registeredcharities​/​first.asp​) 
c.	The Company House website, provides access to information about registered companies: http://wck2.companieshouse.gov.uk/9269be9e958913c3412a4360e6158408/wcframe?name=accessCompanyInfo (​http:​/​​/​wck2.companieshouse.gov.uk​/​9269be9e958913c3412a4360e6158408​/​wcframe?name=accessCompanyInfo​) 
33.	Decision Makers should consider the impact of the Trust on educational standards in the new school.  In particular they should consider the particular expertise and background of Trust members in relation to the overall ethos proposed for the school, and in relation to the needs of an area.  How would the Trust utilise relevant leadership and/or experience in order to contribute to raising standards?
Foundation Body  
34.	Foundation and Voluntary schools may establish foundation bodies to be responsible for the land and assets of a group of schools, in accordance with the provisions of section 21 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998.  A foundation body is a distinct type of statutory foundation and is not to be confused with a Trust.  Proposals may therefore include a reference to plans to establish a new foundation body or join an existing body.  Where the proposals include a reference to the need to establish a new foundation body, an approval should be conditional upon the Secretary of State approving the establishment of that body by a certain date.
Academies
35.	Statutory proposals are not required to establish a new Academy but proposals for a new Academy may be received in response to a school competition run by the LA.  If one of the proposals is for an Academy, the LA should consult the Secretary of State within one week of receiving the proposals.  The Secretary of State will then confirm whether or not he would be willing in principle to commence negotiations with a view to entering into an agreement for establishing an Academy.  Following a response from the Secretary of State that he would be willing in principle to commence negotiations the Decision Maker can consider all the proposals submitted, including the Academy.  If the Secretary of State is not willing in principle to commence negotiations the Academy proposals must be rejected.
36.	The key focus of Government funding for the Academy programme is on deprived areas with a history of poor educational standards and on new schools to replace weak or failing schools.  Therefore, Decision Makers may consider proposals for an Academy to be particularly appropriate where the new school would be situated in an area of low standards and/or where the Academy would replace one or more weak or failing schools.  However, the Decision Maker should also give equal consideration to Academy proposals in all other circumstances, whether or not standards are low in the locality in question.
Independent Schools 
37.	If the proposal for the new school is from an existing independent school the Decision Maker will need to consider whether the school has, or would have, a range of suitable staff to meet the school’s needs, including sufficient teachers with qualified teacher status.  
38.	The Decision Maker will also need to consider the suitability of the premises of an independent school to join the maintained sector.  They will need to be satisfied that either: 
a.	the premises will meet the minimum requirements of The Education (School Premises) Regulations 1999; or 
b.	if the premises do not meet those requirements, the proposers have secured the Secretary of State's agreement in principle to grant a relaxation.
39.	Where the Secretary of State has given ‘in principle’ agreement as at paragraph 35 above, the Decision Maker should give conditional approval so that when the Secretary of State gives his agreement, the proposals will automatically gain full approval. 
SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS
Boarding Provision
40.	In making a decision on proposals for a new school that includes boarding provision the Decision Maker should consider whether or not there would be a detrimental effect on the sustainability of boarding at another state maintained boarding school within one hour's travelling distance of the proposed new school.
Grammar Schools
41.	In line with Government policy, that there should be no increase in selection, a new school can only be designated as a grammar school by the Secretary of State where it is being established in place of one or more closing grammar schools (Section 104 of the Schools Standards and Framework Act refers).  Decision Makers should therefore satisfy themselves that if a new school is proposed as a grammar school it is eligible for designation.
School Size
42.	Decision Makers should not make blanket assumptions that schools need to be of a certain size before they can be good schools (although the viability and cost-effectiveness of proposals should continue to be one of the factors taken into account).  The Decision Maker should also consider the impact on the LA’s Schools Budget of the need to provide additional funding to a small school to compensate for its size.  
Proposed Admission Arrangements 
43.	The Decision Maker should confirm that the proposed admission arrangements comply with the law and the mandatory provisions of the School Admissions Code.  Where the admissions arrangements are unsatisfactory the proposals should normally be rejected.  However, where the Decision Maker would otherwise have been minded to approve the proposals, the Decision Maker should consult the proposer on a proposed modification to the proposals in order that the proposed admission arrangements comply with the Code. 
National Curriculum
44.	All maintained schools must follow the National Curriculum unless they have secured an exemption for groups of pupils or the school community under section 90 or section 91 of the Education Act 2002, or for individual pupils under section 92 or section 93 of the Education Act 2002.  The Decision Maker should be satisfied that the proposed school will provide:
a.	a balanced and broadly based curriculum as required in section 78 of the Education Act 2002; 
b.	the National Curriculum, Religious Education, and in the case of a secondary school and those pupils in secondary education in a special school, sex education (as required by Section 80 of the Education Act 2002). 
45.	Academies do not by statute have to follow the National Curriculum.  However, when considering proposals for a new Academy, in response to a school competition, the Decision Maker should be satisfied that the proposed Academy would provide a broad and balanced curriculum.  This should include English, Mathematics, Science and Information and Communication Technology; the Decision Maker should be satisfied that the Academy will make provision for the teaching of Religious Education and for a daily act of collective worship.
Specialist Schools
46.	When a proposal for a new school states that it will have a specialism it is important to take into account any specialism that the proposer wishes to attach to this.  Any application from a school for entry into the specialist schools programme will need to be submitted to the Department for Children, Schools and Families (DCSF).  However, when considering the proposal for a new school that intends to acquire specialist status the Decision Maker may wish to consider several factors that apply to the opening of a specialist school.  The Decision Maker should consider whether the proposal demonstrates that the particular specialism is appropriate given all the circumstances. 
47.	The Decision Maker should consider the location of the new school and the current provision in the area for the proposed specialist subject.  For example, if a proposed school wanted to open with a sports specialism in an area where there was already a specialist sports college in close proximity it may be necessary for the proposers to look at a different specialism to ensure that there is a range of options for pupils and parents in the area. 
48.	It is part of the specialist schools ethos that strong links are made with other local secondary schools, the feeder primary schools and the local community.  The Decision Maker should take into account how the proposers intend the school will work with these partners.
Extended Schools
49.	As part of the Every Child Matters agenda to improve outcomes for all children the Government wants all schools to provide access to a core offer of extended services by 2010, with half of all primary schools and a third of all secondary schools doing so by 2008.  The Government's vision for extended schools is set out clearly in the Extended Schools Prospectus available at www.teachernet.gov.uk/extendedschools (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​extendedschools" \o "http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​extendedschools​).  The core offer will include: a varied menu of interesting activities all year round; parenting support including family learning; 8am-6pm childcare (primary schools only) all year round; swift and easy referral to a range of specialist support services; and community access to the school's sports, arts and ICT facilities including adult learning.  Where the provision of a range of extended services is a feature of proposals this should strengthen the case for their approval, provided that the Decision Maker is satisfied that funding will be available.
Federations
50.	The Government encourages schools to work together and collaborate or federate in a number of ways where this will improve school standards.  This can include a statutory federation where maintained schools federate under a single governing body.  Where the proposed new school is to be federated with another school(s) the Decision Maker should consider whether the proposed federation will help to raise standards.  Approval of the proposals should be conditional upon the formation of the federation by a specified date.
Equal Opportunity Issues
51.	The Decision Maker should consider whether there are any sex, race or disability discrimination issues that arise from the changes being proposed, for example, that where there is a proposed change to single sex provision in an area, there is equal access to single sex provision for the other sex to meet parental demand.  In considering proposals for an existing independent school to become maintained the Decision Maker should be satisfied that if the school is co-educational it will provide equal opportunities for boys and girls.  Similarly there needs to be a commitment to provide access to a range of opportunities which reflect the ethnic and cultural mix of the area, while ensuring that such opportunities are open to all.
NEED FOR PLACES
Creating Additional Places
52.	The Decision Maker should consider whether there is a need for the new school.  The Decision Maker should consider the evidence presented for any projected increase in pupil population such as planned housing development. The Decision Maker should take into account not only the existence of spare capacity in neighbouring schools, but also the quality and popularity with parents of the schools in which spare capacity exists and evidence of parents’ aspirations for a new school.  The existence of surplus capacity in neighbouring less popular or successful schools should not in itself prevent the addition of new places.  Assessment of demand should include all potential admissions, not only those from the area of the authority in which the school will be situated.
53.	Where the new school will have a religious character, or follow a particular philosophy, the Decision Maker should be satisfied that there is satisfactory evidence of sufficient demand for places for the school to be sustainable. 
54.	Where proposals add to surplus capacity but there is a strong case for approval on parental preference and standards grounds, the presumption should be for approval.  The LA in these cases will need to consider parallel action to remove the surplus capacity thereby created.  
IMPACT ON THE COMMUNITY & TRAVEL
Community Cohesion and Race Equality
55.	Promoters of new schools should include in their proposals information about how the school will tackle religious, social, racial and cultural division and meet the statutory duties to promote community cohesion and well-being.  When considering proposals for new schools, the Decision Maker should be satisfied that the proposals will meet the statutory duty on schools to promote community cohesion and consider the potential impact on other schools in the area.  In particular, consideration should be given to how the school will: 
a.	promote and contribute to community cohesion; 
b.	increase inclusion and equality of access for all social groups; and 
c.	collaborate with other schools, colleges and training providers. 
56.	This will need to be considered on a case by case basis, taking account of the community that the new school will serve and the views of different sections within the community.  There is no single model of school inclusiveness which can be applied to all circumstances - prime consideration should be the needs of the particular local community.  The Government’s guidance on the duty to promote community cohesion provides further information on the duty and case studies demonstrating a range of best practice from schools in different circumstances.  
57.	The Decision Maker will need to consider the views of the local community, the commitment of the new school proposers and their own assessment of the robustness of the proposed means for achieving inclusiveness.  Proposals for new faith schools should be judged on the same basis as proposals for other schools.  Further DCSF guidance on community cohesion can be found at: http://www.teachernet.gov.uk/wholeschool/Communitycohesion/ (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​wholeschool​/​Communitycohesion​/​​) .
Travel and Accessibility for All
58.	In considering proposals for the reorganisation of schools, Decision Makers should satisfy themselves that accessibility planning has been properly taken into account.  Facilities are to be accessible by those concerned, by being located close to those who will use them, and the proposed changes should not adversely impact on disadvantaged groups.
59.	In deciding statutory proposals, the Decision Maker should bear in mind that proposals should not have the effect of unreasonably extending journey times or increasing transport costs, or result in too many children being prevented from travelling sustainably due to unsuitable routes e.g. for walking, cycling etc.  The EIA 2006 provides extended free transport rights for low income groups – see Home to School Travel and Transport Guidance re 00373 – 2007BKT-EN at www.teachernet.gov.uk/publications (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​publications​).  Proposals should also be considered on the basis of how they will support and contribute to the LA’s duty to promote the use of sustainable travel and transport to school.
SPECIFIC AGE PROVISION ISSUES
Early Years Provision
60.	In considering any proposals for a new primary school which includes early years provision, or a new nursery school, the Decision Maker should consider whether the proposals will integrate pre-school education with childcare services, and with other services for young children and their families, and lead to the development of sustainable partnerships that allow flexible, responsive provision in accordance with the needs of parents and families.
14-19 Curriculum and Collaboration
61.	The Government wants young people to be able to choose from a broad range of general and vocational options from the age of 14 and to be able to progress through learning at a pace that is right for them.  Where necessary, it expects that this should be achieved through increased collaborative working between local providers, including schools, colleges, training providers and employers.  Where a new school includes provision for 14-16 year-olds, the Decision Maker should consider the extent to which it will extend the range of options available to students in this age group and enhance the opportunities for collaboration between relevant local providers. 
62.	Where the age range includes 14-19, the Decision Maker should also be satisfied that the proposed school will work towards offering the 14-19 curriculum entitlement, in collaboration with other local providers.
16-19 Provision 
63.	The Learning and Skills Act 2000 provides an entitlement to further education and training for young people aged 16-19.  Schools and colleges should offer high quality provision that meets the diverse needs of all young people, their communities and employers.  16-19 provision should be organised to ensure that, in every area, young people have access, within reasonable travelling distance, to high-quality learning opportunities across schools, colleges and work-based training routes.
64.	In September 2003 Ministers set out their five key principles for the reorganisation of 16-19 provision, following requests from partners (including LSC and LAs) for more clarity on Government expectations.  Decision Makers should therefore consider all proposals for new schools which affect local 16-19 provision in the context of these principles. 
65.	Details of the five key principles can be found in ‘Principles underpinning the organisation of 16-19 provision’ (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​docbank​/​index.cfm?id=5233​) booklet.  Briefly they are: 
a.	quality - all provision for all learners should be high quality, whatever their chosen pathway; 
b.	distinct 16-19 provision - all young people should be attached to a 16-19 base which will meet the particular pastoral, management and learning needs of this age group; 
c.	diversity to ensure curriculum breadth – well-managed collaboration between popular and successful small providers will enable them to remain viable and to share and build on their particular areas of expertise;
d.	learner choice – all learners should normally have local access to high quality 16-19 provision in a range of settings and any proposals for change to this provision should take into account the views of all stakeholders; and
e.	affordability, value for money and cost effectiveness - proposals for change should include how any capital and recurrent costs and savings will lead to improved educational opportunities.
Conflicting Sixth Form Reorganisation Proposals
66.	Where the implementation of reorganisation proposals from the LSC conflict with other published proposals put to the Decision Maker for decision, the Decision Maker is prevented by the School Organisation Proposals by the LSC for England Regulations 2003 from making a decision on the “related” proposals until the Secretary of State has decided the LSC proposals (see paragraphs 8-9 above).
FUNDING & LAND
Capital	
67.	The Decision Maker should be satisfied that any land, premises or capital required to implement the proposals will be available.  Normally, this will be some form of written confirmation from the source of funding on which the promoters rely (e.g. the LA, DCSF or LSC).  In the case of an LA, this should be from an authorised person within the LA, and provide detailed information on the funding, provision of land and premises etc. 
68.	Where proposers are relying on DCSF as the source of capital funding, there can be no assumption that the approval of proposals will trigger the release of capital funds from the Department, unless the Department has previously confirmed in writing that such resources will be available; nor can any allocation ‘in principle’ be increased.  In such circumstances the proposals should be rejected, or consideration of them deferred until it is clear that the capital necessary to implement the proposals will be provided.
69.	For competitions the LA will be expected to provide premises and meet the capital costs of implementing the winning proposals, and must include a statement to this effect in the notice inviting proposals.  Where the estimated premises requirements and/or capital costs of proposals submitted in response to a competition exceed the initial cost estimate made by the LA, the Decision Maker should consider the reasons for the additional requirements and/or costs, as set out in the proposal and whether there is agreement to their provision.
70.	Proposals should not be approved conditionally upon funding being made available, subject to the following specific exceptions.  For schools being funded under the Private Finance Initiative (PFI) or through the Building Schools for the Future (BSF) programme, the Decision Maker should be satisfied that funding has been agreed ‘in principle’, but the proposals should be approved conditionally on the entering into of the necessary agreements and the release of funding.  A conditional approval will protect proposers so that they are not under a statutory duty to implement the proposals until the relevant contracts have been signed and/or funding is finally released.  Similarly, for Academy proposals in response to a competition, proposals should be approved conditionally on the Secretary of State entering into a funding agreement with the sponsors (see paragraph 94 below). 	 
Capital Receipts
71.	Where the implementation of proposals may depend on capital receipts from the disposal of land used for the purposes of a school (i.e. including one proposed for closure in “related” proposals) the Decision Maker should confirm whether consent to the disposal of land is required, or an agreement is needed, for disposal of the land. Current requirements are: 
a.	Community Schools – the Secretary of State’s consent is required under paragraph 2 of Schedule 35A to the Education Act 1996 and, in the case of playing field land, under section 77 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998 (SSFA 1998).  (Details are given in DfES Guidance 1017 -2004 The Protection of School Playing Fields and Land for Academies published in November 2004) 
http://publications.teachernet.gov.uk/default.aspx?PageFunction=productdetails&PageMode=spectrum&ProductId=DfE-1017-2004& (​http:​/​​/​publications.teachernet.gov.uk​/​default.aspx?PageFunction=productdetails&PageMode=spectrum&ProductId=DfE-1017-2004&​) 
b.	Foundation and Voluntary Schools: 
i.	playing field land - the governing body, foundation body or trustees will require the Secretary of State’s consent, under section 77 of the SSFA 1998, to dispose, or change the use of any playing field land that has been acquired and/or enhanced at public expense.
ii.	non-playing field land or school buildings - the governing body, foundation body or trustees will no longer require the Secretary of State’s consent to dispose of surplus non-playing field land or school buildings which have been acquired or enhanced in value by public funding.  They will be required to notify the LA and seek local agreement of their proposals.  Where there is no local agreement the matter should be referred to the School Adjudicator to determine.  (Details of the new arrangements can be found in the Department’s guidance ‘The Transfer and Disposal of School Land in England: A General Guide for Schools, LAs and the Adjudicator’).
72.	Where proposals for a new school are dependent upon capital receipts of a discontinuing foundation or voluntary school the governing body is required to apply to the Secretary of State to exercise his various powers in respect of land held by them for the purposes of the school.  Normally he would direct that the land be returned to the LA but he could direct that the land be transferred to the governing body of another maintained school (or the temporary governing body of a new school).  Where the governing body fails to make such an application to the Secretary of State, and the school subsequently closes, all land held by them for the purposes of the discontinued school will, on dissolution of the governing body, transfer to the LA unless the Secretary of State has directed otherwise before the date of dissolution. 
73.	Where consent to the disposal of land is required, but has not been obtained, the Decision Maker should consider issuing a conditional approval for the statutory proposals so that the proposals gain full approval automatically when consent to the disposal is obtained (see paragraph 94(p) below).
New Voluntary Aided School Funding
74.	For proposals for a new voluntary aided school the Decision Maker should have a statement (Form 18), signed by the promoters that provides evidence that the new school’s Governing Body would be able to meet their financial responsibilities for any future building work.
New Site or Playing Fields
75.	Proposals dependent on the acquisition of a new site or playing field may not receive full approval but should be approved conditionally upon the acquisition of a site or playing field.
Land Tenure Arrangements
76.	For new voluntary or foundation schools it is desirable that a trust holds the freehold interest in the site.  Where the trustees of the proposed voluntary or foundation school hold, or will hold, a leasehold interest in the site, the Decision Maker will need to be assured that the arrangements provide sufficient security for the school.  In particular the leasehold interest should be for a substantial period - normally at least 50 years - and avoid clauses which would allow the leaseholder to evict the school before the termination of the lease.  The Decision Maker should also be satisfied that a lease does not contain provisions which would obstruct the governing body or the headteacher in the exercise of their functions under the Education Acts, or place indirect pressures upon the funding bodies.  
77.	Responsibility for the provision of the site for a new school is as follows:
a.	school competitions - the LA, except where the proposers wish to provide the school on a different site to that specified in the original notice which invited proposals; 
b.	foundation or voluntary controlled school (other than in a competition) - the relevant LA and the proposer to such extent as the approved proposals provide for each of them to do so; and
c.	voluntary aided school (other than in a competition) – responsibility lies with the proposer. 
78.	Where the site of a new foundation or voluntary controlled school is being provided by the proposers, they should discuss the land tenure arrangements with the LA as the LA will be responsible for meeting future capital building costs.  The LA should provide assurance to the Decision Maker that land tenure arrangements will be satisfactory. 
79.	Where the site of a new VA school is being provided by proposers the Secretary of State will want to consider land tenure arrangements when making grants available for any capital building work.  He is likely to set a condition of grant that if the school closes or ceases to use the premises (i.e. that have been provided or enhanced by grant) he will be able to recover grant. Nonetheless the Decision Maker should ensure that the land tenure arrangements will be satisfactory taking into account the factors in paragraph 76 above. 
School Playing Fields
80.	The Education (School Premises) Regulations 1999 set out the standards for school premises, including minimum areas of team game playing fields to which schools should have access.  The Decision Maker will need to be satisfied that either: 
a.	the premises will meet the minimum requirements of The Education (School Premises) Regulations 1999; or 
b.	if the premises do not meet those requirements, the proposers have secured the Secretary of State's agreement in principle to grant a relaxation.
81.	Where the Secretary of State has given ‘in principle’ agreement as at paragraph 80(b) above, the Decision Maker should consider issuing conditional approval so that when the Secretary of State gives his agreement, the proposals will automatically gain full approval.  
Special Educational Needs (SEN) Provision
Initial Considerations
82.	When reviewing SEN provision, planning or commissioning alternative types of SEN provision or considering proposals for change LAs should aim for a flexible range of provision and support that can respond to the special educational needs of individual pupils and parental preferences, rather than necessarily establishing broad categories of provision according to special educational need or disability.  There are a number of initial considerations for LAs to take account of in relation to proposals for change.  They should ensure that local proposals:

i.	take account of parental preferences for particular styles of provision or education settings;
ii.	offer a range of provision to respond to the needs of individual children and young people, taking account of collaborative arrangements (including between special and mainstream), extended school and Children’s Centre provision; regional centres (of expertise ) and regional and sub-regional provision; out of local authority day and residential special provision;
iii.	are consistent with the LA’s Children and Young People’s Plan;
iv.	take full account of educational considerations, in particular the need to ensure a broad and balanced curriculum, including the National Curriculum, within a learning environment in which children can be healthy and stay safe; 
v.	support the LA’s strategy for making schools and settings more accessible to disabled children and young people and their scheme for promoting equality of opportunity for disabled people;
vi.	provide access to appropriately trained staff and access to specialist support and advice, so that individual pupils can have the fullest possible opportunities to make progress in their learning and participate in their school and community;
vii.	ensure appropriate provision for 14-19 year-olds, taking account of the role of local LSC funded institutions and their admissions policies; and
viii.	ensure that appropriate full-time education will be available to all displaced pupils.  Their statements of special educational needs will require amendment and all parental rights must be ensured.  Other interested partners, such as the Health Authority should be involved.
83.	Taking account of the considerations, as set out above, will provide assurance to local communities, children and parents that any reorganisation of SEN provision in their area is designed to improve on existing arrangements and enable all children to achieve the five Every Child Matters outcomes.
The Special Educational Needs Improvement Test
84.	When considering any reorganisation of SEN provision, including that which might lead to some children being displaced through closures or alterations, LAs, and all other proposers for new schools or new provision, will need to demonstrate to parents, the local community and Decision Makers how the proposed alternative arrangements are likely to lead to improvements in the standard, quality and/or range of educational provision for children with special educational needs.  All consultation documents and reorganisation plans that LAs publish and all relevant documentation LAs and other proposers submit to Decision Makers should show how the key factors set out in the paragraphs below (85 to 88) have been taken into account.  Proposals which do not credibly meet these requirements should not be approved and Decision Makers should take proper account of parental or independent representations which question the LA’s own assessment in this regard. 
Key Factors
85.	When LAs are planning changes to their existing SEN provision, and in order to meet the requirement to demonstrate likely improvements in provision, they should:

	identify the details of the specific educational benefits that will flow from the proposals in terms of:

a)	improved access to education and associated services including the curriculum, wider school activities, facilities  and equipment, with reference to  the LA’s Accessibility Strategy;

b)	improved access to specialist staff, both education and other professionals, including any external support and/or outreach services;

c)	improved access to suitable accommodation; and





a)	obtain a written statement that offers the opportunity for all providers of existing and proposed provision to set out their views on the changing pattern of provision seeking agreement where possible;

b)	clearly state arrangements for alternative provision.  A ‘hope’ or ‘intention’ to find places elsewhere is not acceptable.  Wherever possible, the host or alternative schools should confirm in writing that they are willing to receive pupils, and have or will have all the facilities necessary to provide an appropriate curriculum;

c)	specify the transport arrangements that will support appropriate access to the premises by reference to the LA’s transport policy for SEN and disabled children; and

d)	specify how the proposals will be funded and the planned staffing arrangements that will be put in place.

86.	It is to be noted that any pupils displaced as a result of the closure of a BESD school (difficulties with behavioural, emotional and social development) should not be placed long-term or permanently in a Pupil Referral Unit (PRU) if a special school place is what they need. PRUs are intended primarily for pupils who have been excluded, although LAs can and do use PRU provision for pupils out of school for other reasons such as illness and teenage pregnancies.  There may of course be pupils who have statements identifying that they have BESD who have been placed appropriately in a PRU because they have been excluded; in such cases the statement must be amended to name the PRU, but PRUs should not be seen as an alternative long-term provision to special schools.
87.	 The requirement to demonstrate improvements and identify the specific educational benefits that flow from proposals for new or altered provision as set out in the key factors are for all those who bring forward proposals for new special schools or for special provision in mainstream schools including governors of foundation schools and foundation special schools.  The proposer needs to consider all the factors listed above. 
88.	Decision Makers will need to be satisfied that the evidence with which they are provided shows that LAs and/or other proposers have taken account of the initial considerations and all the key factors in their planning and commissioning in order to meet the requirement to demonstrate that the reorganisation or new provision is likely to result in improvements to SEN provision.  
OTHER ISSUES
Views of Interested Parties






Implement your proposals 
Responsibilities

If your proposals are approved, those legally responsible for their implementation - either you, your local authority or both of you as stated in your proposals - must establish the school.  If your proposals are approved and they state that the local authority has agreed to provide a new school site, the authority is under a duty to transfer its interest in the site to the school’s foundation, or governing body (if the school is to be a foundation school without a foundation).
If your proposals are approved subject to a condition being met by a specified date, you are responsible for ensuring that the condition is met.
If you cannot establish the school, you must publish and get approval for statutory proposals relieving you of your duty.
Requesting changes

If it proves impossible to implement the proposals, you can ask the local authority, or the schools adjudicator, who decided the proposals, to modify the proposals.  For example you may ask them to modify the date by which:
•	the conditions must be met
•	your proposals must be implemented.
However, you cannot make a significant change to the proposals.  
Admissions

A new school's admission arrangements must be determined at least six months before the school opening date and the school's admission authority must consult on these arrangements with various bodies such as other local authorities and school governing bodies before determining them.  The process for determining admission arrangements for new schools must be followed and this is set out in the New School (Admissions) (England) Regulations 2003. 
The Admissions Code requires that details of proposed admission arrangements must be set out in statutory proposals for new schools and that, once approved, they must remain unchanged for two years after the first year of operation unless the Schools Adjudicator allows a variation due to a major change of circumstances.
Voluntary aided schools

If, exceptionally, your school is being built on a new site, you should send a completed form SB1 (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​docbank​/​index.cfm?id=5221​) to the DCSF Voluntary Aided Capital Team before you commit contractually for your chosen site.  This is used to check that any site or land acquisition (purchase or lease/rental, gift) offers value for money and meets DCSF recommendations on site requirements.  
Your governors and trustees will need to sign a Condition of Grant agreement and send it to the DCSF Voluntary Aided Capital Team.  This will ensure that if your school closes or moves to a new site the proceeds of sale of the site will be used for another maintained school.
Running costs

Once proposals are approved, your local authority must make a delegated budget available to the school: this must be available either up to 15 months prior to the school opening or once the temporary governing body is in place, whichever is the latter.  It will provide you with sufficient funds to meet the costs of appointing staff and purchasing the goods and services necessary to enable the school to admit pupils.  
Once your school opens, your local authority will provide a delegated budget:
•	based largely on the number of pupils at the school
•	taking account of social deprivation, for example, the number of pupils in receipt of free school meals
•	possibly including other factors such as funding for special educational needs, the size and condition of the premises, split sites.  
Your school’s budget will be set before the start of each financial year.  
Governing body
Each maintained school has a governing body responsible for:
•	setting the school’s strategic direction
•	monitoring and evaluating the school’s performance
•	securing accountability.

There must be at least nine but no more than 20 governors on the governing body.  Beyond this, governors may choose their preferred constitutional model so long as the proportion of different types of governor is in line with the requirements set out in Annex 12a, governing body requirements subject to Diocesan or trustee approval if appropriate.  In addition, proposals for a new Trust school must say whether the Trust will appoint a majority or a minority of the governors.  If the Trust is to appoint a majority of the governors, the school must also establish a Parent Council.  
Temporary governing body

It can take time to set up a permanent governing body so your local authority will probably need to put in place a temporary one to cover the period between getting approval for your proposals and opening your school in the maintained sector.
Once established, the temporary governing body takes legal responsibility for carrying out most of the necessary work.  It has most of the powers and responsibilities of a permanent governing body; for example, in the case of a voluntary aided or foundation school it has the power to appoint the head teacher.  In the case of a voluntary controlled school the appointment is subject to local authority confirmation.
Your local authority is responsible for establishing the temporary governing body but:
•	if your school is to be voluntary controlled the authority must consult you
•	if your school is to be voluntary aided, foundation or Trust the authority and you must agree the arrangements for establishing the temporary governing body.
You should also read the ‘A Guide to the Law for School Governors’ which is available on www.governornet.co.uk (​http:​/​​/​www.governornet.co.uk​).
Religious character

If your school is to have a religious character the governing body must apply to the Secretary of State for the school to be designated as such. See Annex 12c for the application form.  You should forward this to amy.bush@dcsf.gsi.gov.uk (​mailto:amy.bush@dcsf.gsi.gov.uk​).  If the school is Church of England or Roman Catholic you must get prior approval from the appropriate diocesan authority (See annex 12c.)  
Further information
When you are ready to implement your proposals you should follow the detailed guidance in the Implementation Guide, available at www.dcsf.gov.uk/schoolorg (​http:​/​​/​www.dcsf.gov.uk​/​schoolorg​).  


																							   Annex 12a

Governing body requirements
	Voluntary aided schools	Voluntary controlled & foundation schools	Trust schools(no majority on GB)	Trust schools (majority on GB)
Parent governors	at least a third of the total (including foundation parent governors):  at least one must be an elected parent governor (or if that is not possible, a parent governor appointed by the governing body)	at least a third of the total 	at least a third of the total	at least a third of the total (including foundation parent governors):  at least one must be an elected parent governor 
Staff governors	at least two places but no more than a third of the total including the head teacher	at least two places, but no more than a third of the total, including the head teacher	at least two places but no more than a third of the total, including the head teacher	at least two places but no more than a third of the total, including the head teacher
LA appointed governors	at least one place but no more than a tenth of the total	at least one place but no more than a fifth of the total	at least one place but no more than a fifth of the total	at least one place but no more than a fifth of the total
Community governors		at least a tenth of the total	at least a tenth of the total	at least a tenth of the total
Foundation governors (partnership governors if the school has no foundation)	must outnumber the other governors by two 	at least two places but no more than a quarter of the total 	at least two places but no more than 45% of the total	outnumber the other governors by up to two: the governing body must set up a parent council




Types of school governor
Parent governors - parents, including carers, of pupils at the school are eligible to stand for election as governors.  Parent governors are elected by other parents at the school.  If insufficient parents stand for election, the governing body may appoint parents.
Staff governors - the head teacher is a staff governor by virtue of their office.  Other staff, both teaching and support, may become governors so long as they are paid (volunteers do not qualify).  Staff governors are elected by the school staff.  Any election which is contested must be held by ballot.  
Local authority governors - local authorities are encouraged to appoint high calibre governors to schools that need most support and to appoint candidates irrespective of any political affiliation or preferences.  Authorities may appoint minor authority representatives, e.g. district and parish councillors, as local authority governors.
Community governors - community governors are appointed by the governing body to represent community interests.  They can be individuals who:
•	live or work in the community served by the school or
•	are committed to the good governance and success of the school even though they do not work or live close to it.

The definition of community governor is wide.  People from a business or professional background and minor authority representatives can be appointed as community governors.
Foundation and partnership governors - foundation governors are appointed by the school’s founding body, church or other organisation named in the school’s instrument of government.  If the school has a religious character the foundation governors must preserve and develop this.  They must also ensure compliance with the trust deed, if there is one.  If a foundation school has no foundation or equivalent body, the foundation governors are replaced by partnership governors appointed by the governing body after a nomination process.
Sponsor governors - sponsor governors are appointed by the governing body.  They may be individuals who:
•	give substantial assistance to the school, financially or in kind
•	provide services to the school.





DESIGNATION OF SCHOOLS WITH A RELIGIOUS CHARACTER
Application is hereby made to the Secretary of State to designate the school named below as a school with a religious character. 

Details of School or Proposed School






1.	Please indicate whether the proposals published under the Education and Inspection Act 2006 to establish the school specified:			
			YES	NO
				
	(a)  that the school is intended to be a school which has a religious character 			
				
	(b)  the religion or religious denomination or religious denominations with which the school is to be associated is,	
				
2.	Please indicate whether the terms or the proposed terms of the trust deed		YES	NO
	and the instrument of government for the school, are consistent with the published proposals 			
				
3.	The Secretary of State must be satisfied as to one or more of the following matters.  Please tick the appropriate box to indicate which applies.			
				
	(a)  at least one member of the governing body of the school is a person 			
	appointed as a foundation governor to represent the interests of one or more religions or religious denominations; or			
		
	(b)  the premises provided or to be provided for the school are or are to be held on trust so that, in the event of the discontinuance of the school, the property 		
	concerned is held for, or is to be sold and the proceeds of sale applied for, the benefit of one or more religions or religious denominations; or		
				
	(c)  the premises provided or to be provided for the school are or are to be held on trust in connection with             (i) the provision of education, or			
	(ii) the conduct of an education institution.In accordance with the tenets of one or more religions or religious denominations.		
				
4.	Please indicate here the religious authority for your school, which must be consulted about your admission arrangements under Section 89(2)(e) of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998.  You must name the religious authority for your religion or religious denomination or religious denominations. These are listed in The Education (Determination of Admission Arrangements) (Amendment No. 2) (England) Regulations 2007.If the Regulations do not name the appropriate religious authority for the particular religion or religious denomination of the school, please contact the Department for further guidance and to agree an appropriate religious authority which will then be added to the Regulations.		
I certify that the details given above are correct, that a *temporary / permanent (*please delete as appropriate) governing body has been constituted for the school and request that this school be designated as a school with a religious character.
Signature		Date		Position	






Relevant legislation, guidance and other key documents
Legislation (on www.hmso.gov.uk (​http:​/​​/​www.hmso.gov.uk​))
	The School Organisation (Establishment and Discontinuance of Maintained Schools) (England) Regulations 2007 (SI 2006/2139)
	The School Organisation and Governance (Amendment) (England) Regulations 2007 (SI 2007/3464)
	The Disability Discrimination Act 1995 
	SEND Act 2001
	The Education and Inspections Act 2006
	The Education Act 2005
	The Education Act 1996 
•	The Education Act 1997
•	School Standards and Framework Act 1998
•	Education Act 2002	
	The School Governance (New Schools) regulations 2007 
	The School Governance (Constitution) (England) Regulations 2007.
	The New Schools (Admissions) (England) Regulations 2003
	The Religious Character of Schools (Designation Procedure) Regulations 1998 (SI 1998/2535)
	The School Staffing (England) Regulations 2003 (SI 2003/1963)
	The School Standards and Framework Act 1998
	The Building Regulations 2000 (SI 2000/2531)
	The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 (SI 1994/3140)
	The Education (School Premises) Regulations 1999 (SI 1999/2)
	The Education (Specified Work and Registration) (England) Regulations 2003 (SI 2003/1663) 
	Building Regulations 2000






•	www.teachernet.gov.uk/schoolscapital (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​schoolscapital​) gives detailed information on all capital funding for schools. 
	www.teachernet.gov.uk/voluntaryaidedschools (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​voluntaryaidedschools​) gives more information on capital funding issues for voluntary aided schools. 
	The Blue Book – Capital Funding for Voluntary Aided (VA) schools in England (2005-06 version) (www.teachernet.gov.uk/vabluebook (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​vabluebook​))

School admissions




•	Further information on staffing functions, including staffing regulations and statutory guidance, is available on www.governornet.co.uk (​http:​/​​/​www.governornet.co.uk​) (search using ‘2003 (​http:​/​​/​www.governornet.co.uk​/​publishArticle.cfm?CFID=20589378&CFTOKEN=72749934&contentid=313&topicAreaId=4&pageStart=1&sortOrder=title&searchWhere=all&searchString=Appointing%20Staff%20-%20Overview​) No. 1963’) 
•	www.teachernet.gov.uk (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​) is a good source of information on the employment, pay and management of teachers and gives links to other useful websites




•	The parents guide sets out the main points of the Code of Practice, explaining procedures and informing parents of their rights - SEN:  A Guide for Parents and Carers.
Equal opportunities
•	Special Educational Needs Code of Practice, 2001 www.teachernet.gov.uk/wholeschool/sen (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​wholeschool​/​sen​)
•	Accessible Schools: planning to increase access to schools for disabled pupils www.teachernet.gov.uk/accessibleschools (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​accessibleschools​) 
	
Community cohesion
•	www.teachernet.gov.uk/wholeschool/communitycohesion explains the duty on schools to promote community cohesion  	
Accommodation 
	Architect's Handbook (ISBN 0-632-033925-6)
	Building Bulletin 99: Briefing Framework for Primary Schools
	Building Bulletin 98: Briefing Framework for Secondary Schools
	Key Design Guidance for Schools: Access to Information for School Design
	Client Guide – Achieving Well Designed Schools Through PFI (www.cabe.org.uk (​http:​/​​/​www.cabe.org.uk​))
	Curriculum Analysis Model (www.teachernet.gov.uk/schoolbuildings (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​schoolbuildings​))
	Education Building Projects – Information on Costs and Performance Data – Schools Building and Design Unit, available from DCSF publications dcsf@prolog.uk.com (​mailto:dfes@prolog.uk.com​) reference number DCSF/0288/2003
	Exemplar Designs (www.teachernet.gov.uk/management/resourcesfinanceandbuilding/bsf/aboutbsf/exemplardesigns/ (​mailto:www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​management​/​resourcesfinanceandbuilding​/​bsf​/​aboutbsf​/​exemplardesigns​/​​))
	School Buildings: Obtaining Approval for Projects
	Schools for the Future – Designs for Learning Communities: Building Bulletin 95
	Standards for School Premises (www.teachernet.gov.uk/docbank/index.cfm?id=3928 (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​docbank​/​index.cfm?id=3928​))
	Health and safety available at  (www.teachernet.gov.uk/wholeschool/healthandsafety/ (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​wholeschool​/​healthandsafety​/​​)) 
	A Guide for School Governors:  Developing School Buildings, available from the Royal Institute of British Architects website www.riba.net (​http:​/​​/​www.riba.net​) under School Client Forum on the publications page
•	Client Guide – Achieving well designed schools through PFI, available from the Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment website www.cabe.org.uk (​http:​/​​/​www.cabe.org.uk​)
•	http://www.teachernet.gov.uk/wholeschool/healthandsafety/ (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​wholeschool​/​healthandsafety​/​​)
•	The Protection of School Playing Fields available on www.teachernet.gov.uk/schoolslandandproperty (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​schoolslandandproperty​)
•	Land for Academies and The Transfer and Disposal of School Land in England – A General Guide for Schools, Local Authorities and the Adjudicator is available on www.teachernet.gov.uk/schoolslandandproperty (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​schoolslandandproperty​)
•	DCSF Constructional Standards
•	Building Bulletin 98: Briefing Framework for Secondary Schools Projects, and Building Bulletin 99: Briefing Framework for Primary School Projects are both available on www.teachernet.gov.uk/schoolbuildings (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​schoolbuildings​)















	A New Specialist System: Transforming Secondary Education (www.teachernet.gov.uk/makingadiff (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​makingadiff​))
	Working Together to Safeguard Children  (​http:​/​​/​www.everychildmatters.gov.uk​/​socialcare​/​safeguarding​/​workingtogether​/​​)(www.everychildmatters.gov.uk/socialcare/safeguarding/ (​http:​/​​/​www.everychildmatters.gov.uk​/​socialcare​/​safeguarding​/​%20​)) 
	Extended Schools Guidance (www.teachernet.gov.uk/extendedschools (​http:​/​​/​www.teachernet.gov.uk​/​extendedschools​))
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